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From the Editor’s Desk

Carol Dick
Managing Editor

Another year over and 
a wonderful selection 
of submissions we have 
had. Congratulations to 
this year’s Winners in the 
Young At Art Awards and 
Young Australian Writers’ 
Awards. 

We  l o o k  fo r wa rd  to 
receiving your entries in 
2009. Don’t forget entries 
can be made on-line. 

Merry Christmas & Happy New Year!

BOOK REVIEW
The Dragon 

Keeper
By Carole Wilkinson,

Black Dog Books

I fi nished this book not long ago and it was just amazing! 
This book is based on adventure and mystery and is set in 
ancient China, during the Han Dynasty. The book tells the 
story of a girl named Ping who was sold as a slave to Master 
Lan. Master Lan claimed to be a dragon keeper, but he was 
actually just a very lazy and mean man. The book tells the 
story of Ping and her two friends, Hua the rat and Danzi the 
dragon, who have escaped the master and endured an epic 
journey full of danger across the ocean. 

The theme of this book is friendship. The Dragon Keeper 
encourages the reader to never give up and once you have 
read this book, you will want to read the second and third 
book! The Dragon Keeper was recommended to me by a 
friend and I suggest that this book is suitable for children 
aged ten to eighteen years. People should read this book 
because the moral of the story is not to give up and to 
enjoy life!

By Danna 

ON-LINE ENTRIES
Entry to the Young Australian Writers Awards are... NOW 
ONLINE! It is simple and it saves on paper and postage.

Go to www.ozkids.com.au and do the following:

1. Enter all your details.

2. Then all you have to do is open your document and 
cut then paste it straight into the submission box 
provided.

 Now when an entry is sent in to us it won’t have to be 
retyped or scanned.

 You have done the work already so this will prevent 
the need to do it again.

3. Read and agree to the terms and conditions.

Help save the planet and enter on-line!

If you haven’t a computer at home then the school can 
send the entry on your behalf.

Closing time for each Edition:

March Edition ........................ January

 (Also includes entries received after 
September the previous year.)

June Edition  .......................... April

September Edition ........... July

December Edition ............. September

KEEP ON WRITING IN 2009!
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She Should Have Known

HER mum was never sold on the idea. He wasn’t 
trustworthy enough. He’d had his provisional licence 

for only three months and had invited her out to the movies. 
He had off ered to drive but this was turning out to be one 
of many obstacles to overcome. She was sixteen, almost 
seventeen and she’d been lucky to even be allowed to date 
him! Nevertheless, she worked her persuasive magic and 
managed to get approval for one night of freedom. 

The streamlined, black Mazda screeched to a halt, blocking 
the driveway of her parents’ house. The driver’s door 
aggressively fl ung open and out stepped a man with the 
muscles of a body builder, a face that looked as though it had 
been hand-carved by God himself and a suspicious glint in 
his eyes. She cringed as she approached her ‘untrustworthy’ 
boyfriend in her 3 inch heels and short, strapless, red dress. 
She greatly wished her parents hadn’t noticed the smell of 
burnt rubber and the fresh black tyre marks that had been 
scorched into the bitumen on her suburban street. She could 
feel her parents’ glowering eyes menacingly examine her 
beau but she reassured herself of their promise to wholly 
trust her judgement on this night. She clambered hurriedly 
into the passenger seat of his speed machine and waved 
nervously to her loving mum and dad who were still standing 
on the brick porch, astonished by the fi rst impression her 
date had made. He took off  with the accelerator to the fl oor, 
her scrutinising parents glaring after him. 

He was whizzing in and out of lanes and around cars. She, still 
stunned by the happenings beforehand, failed to ask him to 
slow his speed. It was as if he was a driver in the Grand Prix, 
zooming through amber traffi  c lights and dodging snail-
paced drivers in their cardboard-boxed, inferior vehicles. She 
was frightened by his change of character; when she met him 
he seemed so docile and sweet. She monitored his actions 
and noted his body language, something was defi nitely 
different. Was he trying to show off? His recklessness 
heightened as he manoeuvred his car in between two heavy-
loaded semitrailers. She was now becoming quite anxious 
and held onto her seatbelt for extra security. She began to 
realise that her parents had every right to be apprehensive 
about liberating her tonight.

He continued this wild driving all down the busy main roads, 
along the side streets and when turning into the cinema 
car park. He raced around every corner, trying to fi nd the 
closest possible parking spot. She was feeling uneasy and had 
developed a headache from all the sudden movements 
and loud squealing, from her and other drivers. She 
longed to be in her safe, immobile home, embraced by 
her parents and away from this madness. She thought 
she’d liked this man but his crazy driving and foolish 
behaviour helped reveal that she had been mistaken 
about her feelings. 

She wondered if he could see that she was perturbed 
and if he was doing this on purpose or if it was a joke. 
Surely he wouldn’t want to cause her any harm, he had 

told her of his feelings for her. Was he trying to impress her? 
Because his stupidity was defi nitely not at all impressive. 
It was, in fact, having the complete opposite eff ect. She 
looked awfully distressed after a few laps of the parking 
lot and hoped that an innocent child wasn’t wandering 
around, unbeknownst of its very near future meeting with 
her boyfriend’s bumper bar. 

It was then that he right turned around a corner so fast that 
his car became unbalanced. The compact vehicle was forced 
sideways and she was plunged towards the ground. Her eyes 
were closed, so all she experienced was the noise of his tyres 
screeching, then the violent ‘thud’ that followed as her body 
was lurched forcefully back and forth. 

Her forehead stung like crazy as pieces of shattered glass had 
pierced her brow, compelling red tears to gush down her 
bloodstained cheeks. She shrieked as all she could taste was 
blood between shards of glass and broken teeth. The burning 
smell of his tyres and destroyed metal was overpowering 
her bleeding nostrils. She looked down at her hands and 
body but her vision was hazy and all she could see was the 
colour red, everywhere. Her head was throbbing as she had 
been battered around and thrown all over, even with the 
presence of her seatbelt. She felt a signifi cant gash at the 
top of her head and it was stinging so painfully that she felt 
light-headed. The stinging then turned into an agonising 
burning until she could no longer feel anything.

All sensation had vanished. She couldn’t hear her parents 
gasping in between sobs, couldn’t see her so-called boyfriend 
fl eeing the wreckage, couldn’t smell the petrol dripping onto 
the asphalt, couldn’t taste the cold plastic tube being forced 
down her throat and couldn’t feel the medics searching her 
neck for a pulse. Her senses had died, just like her. 

By Emma Young, 

Year 11, Age 16

Our Lady of the Sacred Heart College

ENFIELD – SA
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WAITING outside room 42 was like waiting for it to snow 
in the middle of summer. It was the quietest place in 

the whole world; the only sound was the clock that kept on 
ticking. Every few minutes I would look up to see how many 
minutes had passed, wondering if I could go in and see how 
they were going. Finally the doctor came out into the corridor 
of the hospital with a baby in his hands.

“Congratulations, it’s a girl”, was all that the doctor said with 
a vacant expression on his face, then handed me the child. 
And without another word he went back into the operating 
theatre and left me standing there with my daughter.

At that moment, as if reading my mind, the doctor stepped 
out into the corridor and looked at me sadly. He then 
explained what had happened. Maria was given a choice, her 
life or the baby’s. Maria had chosen the baby’s life, and the 
doctor had done all he could to try and save hers.

“Before Maria died she wrote a note, she said it was for you”, 
the doctor paused for a moment with a look of sorrow, then 
he turned down his face and left.

He then held out his hand and I took the note from it. Opening 
it and reading the fi rst line I stared down at my baby girl who 
was asleep in my arms, squeezing my thumb.

“Sapphire”, I read from the paper, hugging my daughter to 
my chest.

Opening the door to the car and stepping outside, I shed a 
tear as I remembered the last few hours.

Once home, I placed Sapphire in her cot, I leant over and 
kissed her, her resemblance to her mother was uncanny.

♦  ♦  ♦

The alarm clock went off , buzzing and zapping. I reached 
across and fl icked it off , grabbing my diary off  its top.

“Dear Diary” I wrote, reading to myself as I wrote, “the years 
have gone by so quickly; it seems only seconds ago that I had 
spoken my fi rst words. I wish that I had more time to relax 
and spend time with friends and family. I guess I learned the 
hard way that family is something to treasure when mum 
died. I wish I could have talked with her, even just for a few 
minutes. Sapphire ♥”.

By Alex Macqueen

Grade 8, Age 13

Toowoomba State High School

TOOWOOMBA – QLD.

Sapphire
I was overwhelmed and excited at the same time, but 
something was bothering me – why had he left so quickly, 
and why, when he’d spoken to me, was his tone of voice less 
than happy?

Then something caught my eye, a silver chain around my 
daughter’s neck. It was Maria’s – my wife’s. Maria had said 
that she would pass it down to her fi rst daughter when she 
thought that her daughter was old enough. Then panic set 
in. What had happened? Was Maria all right?

Crown
‘Daddy’, Daniel cried, ‘Can you please buy me that crown?’

Why No! For it is golden brown
And you should know your money it is worth 100 pounds

Please daddy please,
I promise I will win Jablon in the Orena Grounds

Just please buy me that ornamental crown
And when you do that my frown will turn upside down

OK OK my darling just promise me on Fathers’ Day
You will buy me a shiny gown

Dad you’re best, you’re better than mum, that’s what I say
Hey dad you remember in May no crowns

Oh no, today’s... 1st of May!!

By Isha Gupta

Grade 4, MLC School

BURWOOD – NSW

Teacher: Mrs Falls
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My Tree

MY TREE is in a paddock just outside my house. He’s 
dead now, but a few hundred years ago he would have 

been just a little seedling, fi ghting for survival amongst all 
the other shrubs and bushes. Against the odds he survived 
and grew into a giant, towering over the others.

After a hundred years, Aborigines may have come 
and camped at his base, laughing and singing. He 

was part of a large mass of scrub fi lled with birds 
and insects, but now he sits in an empty wheat 
paddock with two other trees that are more than 

two hundred metres away. The other trees in the 
paddock are still young and have bright green 

leaves.

Now, even though he died many years ago, 
my tree’s smooth bark is a glossy grey house 

for termites that will eventually eat his entire 
structure. Galahs still sit in his branches, shouting 

obscenities at each other early in the morning.

His modest beauty has remained throughout the ages, 
being both glorious and practical at the same time. He has 
provided housing, food and protection from the elements 
for many creatures.

When I look at my tree I see pain, suff ering, the memory of 
joy and also a grim satisfaction at being one of the few to 
survive the clearing of the land.

He is a great listener and will never interrupt a story. I can tell 
him anything; he’ll keep all of my secrets to himself.

Even though he can’t reply, he has helped me sort through 
some of my problems, and no matter how hysterical I was 
when I sought his company, I’ve always left feeling calm and 
refreshed. His infi nite wisdom has been gathered throughout 
the ages as he has seen droughts, fl oods and many bad 
harvests.

He has a unique personality; he can be funny and serious 
within a few moments and he’ll always does the right 
things to make you feel better. The logs at his base provide 
excellent seating for long conversations and his network of 
branches always provide interesting subjects for drawings 
and paintings.

With my tree there is no need for awkwardness, I can say what 
I think and he will accept it. He always knows when to end the 
conversation, so there’s no need for elaborate good byes.

Even though my tree is ancient, he’ll stay where he is for 
another few hundred years, before returning to the earth.

By Serena Haines

Age 16

Dimboola Memorial Secondary College

DIMBOOLA – VIC.

Forest

By Kayla Hinotroza

Grade 6

Mueller College

ROTHWELL – QLD.

In the forest I like to hide
Waiting for my prey,

I am ready to pounce upon an elephant of grey,
My stomach rumbles as I wait for the right time,

And when I am ready I will pounce on him from behind,
But once I had attacked, this poor creature,

I suddenly realised that I had just eaten
My favourite high school teacher!
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“It’s broken”, cried Sadie.

“It’s ugly”, I corrected her.

It looked like the vase of mum’s I had broken the day before, 
and blamed Sadie for. Broken into pieces on the ground 
– incomplete. We lived on the Murray River, a 12-acre property 
that bordered the river. Our home was hidden away by the 
jacaranda trees, which acted as a net from society. We liked 
it that way. Mum, Dad, Sadie (my sister) and I.

Sadie was younger that me. Therefore she was Mum’s 
princess. Everyone liked her better than me – I don’t even 
know why. I was prettier than her. She always wanted to try 
on my only bra. I never let her.

“It’s ugly”, I stated once more, as if to justify my thoughts. We 
were on the string of dirt road that joined our house to the 
river: the forbidden river. It slowly trudged down the path at 
the mercy of my threats to crush it. Sadie, at my side, I poked 
and prodded it with a stick. It was fun to see the turtle within 
the broken shell squirm at every touch.

Subconsciously we had reached the riverbank. We weren’t 
supposed to be here. Daddy said it was too dangerous. It 
was such a nice day and it seemed as if it were calling us. 
We entered into a shrubbery of trees. The path has been 
unused since the day our dog fell in and drowned – nobody 

came here any more. The branches of the trees seemed 
as though a barrier had been formed over the path. They 
tore at our legs and faces as we pushed past them. As the 
dense greenery opened up, we saw the silent, deadly, 
beckoning river. It sparkled emerald green and made 
the rocks glitter, drawing us closer.

As I edged forward, past my sister, I felt the ground 
begin to give way. I scrambled on the rocks reaching for 

something to stabilise me – to stop my descent. As I fell 
backwards I saw my sister’s face fi lled with terror – a mirror 
image. As I fell backwards I felt a cool wet sinking feeling, 
then I was breathing in water.

I woke the next day in bed, with a bandage around my 
head. I couldn’t remember anything. I called out to mum 
but she wasn’t answering. As I slowly pulled my limp 
body out of bed, I noticed minor scratches all over my 
body. I stood in front of the mirror and saw someone 

else staring back.

I slowly unravelled the bandage around my head that 
revealed a major scar that had protruded from the crown 

of my head to my eyebrows. Most of my hair was gone.

Immediately I remembered Sadie. This was her fault – she 
could have saved me. 

Later that afternoon, I was sitting in the old armchair 
in the backyard alone. I hadn’t spoken to Sadie all day. 
I was never going to forgive her. As I was adjusting 
my hat (to hide my baldness) I noticed the ground at 
my feet start to slowly move. I focussed my eyes on 

the small circle of moving ground. I couldn’t believe 
what I saw. It was the turtle from yesterday. Its shell had 
been stapled together and it was no longer broken, or ugly. 
It was fi xed and beautiful. As the turtle slowly crept away, I 
ultimately saw a refl ection of myself in the turtle. Against all 
odds he had made it – he wasn’t going to get something this 
small burden him or let it aff ect his life. I suddenly realised 
that it wasn’t my sister’s fault – she couldn’t have saved me 
from these injuries.

As the turtle started his new life in our backyard, I felt a 
heavy weight lifted off  my shoulders. If this turtle could do 
it – I could defi nitely do it. With a new feeling of hope and 
self-belief, I closed my eyes and refl ected on my younger 
years. From this moment on, I was a changed person – a 
new person. 

Just as all these thoughts were racing through my mind, I 
heard the screen door slide open. It was Sadie. As she stepped 
out into the sun I saw a diff erent person to what I had seen her 
as before – beautiful. She glided towards me and rested her 
hand on my shoulder. Nothing needed to be said, everything 
was perfect. I had a sister. I had my tough shell.

By Alice Th urgood

Northern Beaches Secondary College – Freshwater Campus

HARBORD – NSW

Untitled
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I STAND at the head of the 
aisle, waiting. Any moment 

now, my sweetheart, the 
love of my life, Tania, will 
appear. 

A l t h o u g h  I ’m  i n  a i r -
conditioned comfort, I feel 
beads of sweat begin to 
form behind the tight collar 
around my neck. I fiddle 
with my tie, loosening it 
slightly in order to give 

myself some relief as I wonder how much longer Tania will 
be. 

As I wait, trying not to be impatient, my mind wanders back 
to the fi rst time I saw her. It was two years ago, at the wedding 
of my friend, Stan. He was getting married to Tania’s elder 
sister, Eva…

I was sitting on the second row. The bride was walking 
past me, but my attention was immediately caught by her 
bridesmaid. It took all my self-control to stop my jaw from 
dropping as I gazed at her. Her brown hair brushed the back of 
her fi tted apricot-coloured dress and her green eyes sparkled 
happily. She was gorgeous. 

My heart rate increased as she sat down almost directly 
in front of me, and my attention was completely diverted 
from the service. I wouldn’t be able to tell you anything the 
priest said – I didn’t hear a word of it. Instead, I watched the 
bridesmaid’s every move intently. I saw her push a strand 
of hair behind her ear, and watched as she dabbed a tissue 
under her eye while Stan and Eva exchanged vows. The 

Bridesmaid
The splashes of sunlight streaming through the window bounced 

off  the bridesmaid’s silky hair. I determined to fi nd a way to 
be introduced to her as soon as possible. 

My chance came that evening, at the reception. I had a quick 
word with Stan, and he called her over. A second later, she 
was standing before me and he was introducing her. “Dave, 
this is Tania”, he said. 

“Nice to meet you Dave”, Tania greeted me, and I smiled as I 
heard the sound of her lovely voice. 

Perhaps it was fate, I’m not really sure, but it was at that 
moment that the string quartet began to play, and I seized 
the opportunity to dance with her. I took her hand in mine, 
and we danced. Before she left that night, I asked for her 
phone number. I called her the next day, and the rest, as 
they say, is history… 

My thoughts return to the present as Tania appears, coming 
up the aisle towards me. My wait is over. 

She is always beautiful, but today, in white, she looks truly 
stunning. Her brown curly hair tumbles gently around her 
face, and she smiles at me as she approaches. I still can’t 
believe that this beautiful angel ever agreed to marry me. I 
grin back at her, and fi nally she comes up beside me. 

Leaning over slightly, she places the packet of chocolate 
biscuits in our shopping trolley. I tell her she looks beautiful 
in her new white top and blue jeans. 

“Is that everything we need?” she asks. 

I smile and nod. “Let’s take it to the checkout. I need to get 
to the offi  ce.” 

By Emily Fay Read

Age 18

Rosny College

ROSNY PARK – TAS.

!
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It’s Just Not Fair!
It’s just not fair!!!

Our classroom had just got the message that sport had been CANCELLED!!!!!!!!!!!
I cursed under my breath.

I kicked a desk achieving nothing but a pain in the toe.
I was really depressed.

I was so angry.
I’d never felt so much anger and hatred in my entire life.

It made my voice 10 times stronger and then with all the hatred I could muster
I yelled out “ITS JUST NOT FAIR!!!!!!!!!!”

By Alex Smith

Grade 5

Nambour Christian College

NAMBOUR – QLD.

Teacher: Belinda Eracleous
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THERE was once a land called 
Blue Land. Everything was 

blue in Blue Land. The mountain 
was blue, the trees were blue, even 

the hedges were blue. One night a 
person was peeking into a blue house. Then he 

went home to make an electronic green fi sh. The next day, the 
sky became green, the sea became green, even the hedges 
were green. The blue person was surprised that everything 
turned green. So the blue person made a powerful blue fi sh 
with a remote control. The next morning, the blue person 
threw this blue fi sh into the water. He controlled the fi sh. The 

blue man pressed the powerful button but the green person 
controlled his green fi sh. The green person was about to 
press his powerful button but he was too late. The blue fi sh 
attacked the green fi sh and killed the green fi sh. That was 
the end of the green fi sh and everyone in Blue Land lived 
happily every after. 

THE END
By Amrita Saha

Grade Prep, Age 6

Glendal Primary School,

GLEN WAVERLEY – VIC.

Blue Land

FOOTSTEPS echoed down the old stone path, tapping 
cool and calm into the night. For some time now that 

cobbled path had been alone and abandoned with none to 
tread ’cross its back. It had been almost completely purged 
from the minds of the townsfolk on the hill. But not tonight. 
On this dark and daunting night warmth fi nally touched its 
earthen skin and lonely heart.

For some time the sound of ringing bells had lapsed through 
the hollow hours – their depressed chorus calling out to the 
living. From the graveyard their dirge, like a muted swan, 
scorned up to the townsfolk on the hill begging for company. 
Despite the endless droning, no one met the song.

Children hid in their beds with tears fl owing down their soft, 
innocent cheeks while their mothers screamed to the sky for 
madness to take them swiftly. Fathers ran out to the night, 

preaching the surrender of their spines and the old, left alone 
on death’s step cowered low in the blanketing shadows.

They feared the bells. They feared the ringing. Everyone did. 
No one wanted to hear the bells. All of the townsfolk on the 
hill wished with all their being that silence would never be 
broken; that solitude would loom over their home ’til the 
end of time.

First the youth left, taking all they owned along too and with 
parents in tow turned their backs on the little town on the 
hill. Next the elderly left together with any person remaining 
in between that wanted to bid the bells away. Soon only the 
loyal and useless of the town remained in linger.

The townsfolk, however few still dwelled in their homes, 
had had enough. At a meeting they proposed to go to the 
graveyard and tear the bells from the ground. “That will 
silence the dead”, one had said, “But who will go?”.

That night a crowd left the town’s walls and marched down 
into the valley. Each step they took closer to the sleeping 
dead, the smaller their party became. Eventually only one 
was left.

But that was all long ago.

It had always been in fate’s hand that the bravest must forgo 
their own to save the many. That’s why that man walked 
down the old cobbled path and into the graveyard alone 
– he was drawn there for a reason. He walked through the 
tall iron gates with their spikes saluting the eerie stars and 
foundations gracing the ground keeping all within sheltered 
from what lay on the unfaithful outside.

The bells, however, were ringing and still are ringing. Never 
will they be completely silenced, for part, not for long. Their 
droning song will rule the night and harness the madness 
within our hearts forevermore. Not ‘til we are six feet under 
will the bells stop ringing, just like that man walking down 
the path discovered. Now he rings a bell.

By Den L. Scheer

Year 10, Age 15

Northam Senior High School

NORTHAM – WA
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I. ME DAD & BLACK TOOTH, THE PIRATE
My dad went on a sea voyage with a pirate called Black Tooth. 
The once wicked Black Tooth was terrifi ed of bones and skulls. 
The fl ag fl ying on top of his ship ‘Unicorn’ is embroidered 
with the exact replica of his black molar crossed by two 
fangs instead. 

Black Tooth wanted to sail around the world to make a 
documentary fi lm and to reminisce old tales with his beloved 
parrot Pitchy Giggle. A few nautical miles from the harbour 
there was a shipwreck full of bones and skulls. Sometimes 
these skeletal remains floated up with the waves since 
Cyclone Larry hit us. Hearing that my dad was collecting data 
of human bones, Black Tooth knocked on our front door and 
boomed at my dad, ‘Take those bones or walk the plank, me 
Curly!’. My dad said yes on four conditions. Black Tooth must 
give up his cutlass and hook. Give his treasure chests to the 
Children’s Charity, ask nicely saying ‘please’, and call him by 
his proper name. As a bonus, Black Tooth would receive an 
artifi cial hand prothesis. Black Tooth was so chuff ed with his 
new hand that he ripped apart his eye-patch and exclaimed 
‘Give me a new eye too!’. My dad’s friend the surgeon said 
‘Aye!’. Black Tooth is now waiting for dental treatments and 
a new name. I suggest ‘Captain Smile’.

II. ME DAD & BLACK TOOTH: GOLDEN NIGHT AT SEA 
One fi ne day, me dad and Black Tooth sailed to a shipwreck 
near an island. 

Soon the divers brought up many bones and skulls onto the 
deck. Me dad labelled them into groups of femurs, tibias, 
skulls, scapulas, ribs, and vertebrae. Black Tooth was terrifi ed 
to look at them. His teeth clattered like dancing toy pirates’ 
wooden feet. His face was white as a doll. Then he looked 
mean, very mean. You might not have thought of someone 
being mean because they were scared. But it was so. Me dad 
quickly off ered ‘Here mate, have some camomile tea!’.

Black Tooth calmed down. Then his eyes glittered. Strange, 
me dad thought. What did that woman put in the tea? Silver 
sea snails’ powder? 

Then he saw nuggets the size of dinosaurs’ droppings! For 
the crew has hauled up gold! Quickly, me dad put the gold in 
a treasure chest with the bones and skulls. Black Tooth slunk 
away to the other side of the ship.

Now, it was me dad who needed the tea.

A Pirate Tale

The lady of tides
The predator in the midst
Gives a beautiful notion

For all who glide and swim
And yet we say that it should be foreseen
That sharks and whales are terribly mean

We wade with boats 
Through the icy water
With cold in our hearts

And minds full of slaughter
Only so many people are merciful

We lie in waiting
Steady and sure 

For the innocent beasts
That will soon be no more

We take a bucket of blood and guts
And throw it into the denizen’s lair

For we know, as such
To beware!

Beware of the vile beast
That haunts the sea

Worse then neither bear nor bee
We fi nd the shadow in the deepest of depths

That is served up on a plate for you
Gathering a fi ve star rate

By Lachlan Good

Year 6, Age 11

St. Patrick’s College

STRATHFIELD – NSW
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III. ME DAD & BLACK TOOTH AT KNIFE’S EDGE
After hauling up all the gold, me dad and Black Tooth began 
to sail home. They were eating stale bread on board when 
the storm raged. The doors fl ung open. Floor tilted high and 
low like see-saw in the wild sea. Tables and desks in the room 
fl oated out on deck. They had no clue as to what to do.

Black Tooth held onto the treasure chest. He started sobbing 
like a toddler! He loved gold so much. Alas! The chest was 
sinking when the tall waves lapped up. Me dad quickly 
grabbed the knife from Black Tooth’s belt, cut a rope and tied 
the chest onto the steer. Unexpectedly, this stabilised the 
ship. Soon a port was on the horizon. Black Tooth wiped his 
nose and said to me dad sternly “You should never play with 
a sharp object when the fl oor was slippery and wet!” 

IV. ME DAD & BLACK TOOTH IN A SHANTY TOWN
After the storm, me dad and Black Tooth landed on a shanty 
town. They washed their hands after burying the treasure 
chests in the grave yard, and bought lunch with some money. 
Merchants were selling pistols, swords, and boxes of loot. Me 
dad bought some paper to write a letter home. He brought 
John the pigeon with him. Just as he started to write: ‘Dear 
Y…’, a fi ght broke out. Dad saw Black Tooth in Karate Kid style. 
His opponent was a fi erce man. Me dad wondered if Black 
Tooth was ever not in trouble? Just as the strong man was 
about to pile a mast on Black Tooth, me dad released John. 

He fl ew to Black Tooth and pecked 
on his prosthetic hand to the 

tune of the much loved 
capstan shanty ‘Roll the 

Wood Pile Down’. The 
crowd broke into 
laughter including 

the fierce man. 
They all joined 

in the chorus of 
‘Rollin’, rollin’ …” 

V. ME DAD AND BLACK TOOTH – SIXTY GUN SALUTE 
Me dad and Black Tooth dug out the treasure chest they 
buried in shanty town. They must sail fast to avoid further 
problems at sea. They were sailing at fi fty nodes an hour with 
soft breeze, and seventy nodes an hour when the wind was 
hard. They were guided by the stars at night following the 
Southern Cross. One morning, they thought they saw a line 
of jewels glimmering on the horizon. But they were cannons 
when me dad looked through his telescope. 

Black Tooth beat his chest and swore as Billy Connolly would! 
He thought he had to ‘walk the plank’.

Me dad said ‘No, they are the sixty gun salute for the Mermaid 
Queen’s birthday!’.

Black Tooth was all red because he adored the Mermaid 
Queen. Yet he had just been swearing at her birthday. To 
make it right, he never used swear words again.

VI. ME DAD AND BLACK TOOTH SAILING HOME
After ninety days, me dad was very happy to sail home in a 
perfect sunset setting. His beard had grown bushy and eyes 
turned red. So red that the ‘No red eye’ button on the digital 
camera didn’t work on him any more. Some eighty member 
crew were all playing a game of throwing ‘Two-Up’ near the 
starboard when seawater fi rst fl ooded in. If the rudder broke 
down, Unicorn would be shipwrecked. Black Tooth turned 
green. He then let out a cry that cut through dusk before 
throwing up a stream of brown vomit. The slimy, yucky, stinky 
and sticky vomit fi lled the cracks where water was sipping in. 
This provided an unexpected solution to the problem. But 
what did Black Tooth eat for lunch? 

VII. ME DAD AND BLACK TOOTH HOMECOMING
The day me dad and Black Tooth returning was drawing near. 
Me mum and I prepared their favourite food. Pork neck in 
juniper berry sauce and grilled Stingray in shrimp paste. I 
know me dad would worry sick about me not keeping warm 
so I had been wearing socks every night. He would think of 
me mum and I every day. I must show him me drawings in 
my visual diary and speak to him about my adventure with 
me mum while he was sea bound. Next time, I would ask him 
to take me on board Unicorn. 

Now that me dad is off  duty from his adventure with an ex-
pirate, I will start referring to him as my dad from now on.

By Yohan Schmutz-Leong

Grade 4,

Kelvin Grove State College Junior School

KELVIN GROVE – QLD.

Teacher: Principal Judy Th ompson

A Pirate Tale (Cont’d.)
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‘It sounds good’, agreed Antiope.

‘How about we set up a panel painting competition?’ 
suggested Alessa.

‘It’s not a bad idea’, said Theseus.

‘Father, if you grant a wish to the winner, I’m sure it’d attract 
more artists to enter the competition’, said Alessa, knowing 
that not long ago his father received three wishes from 
Poseidon, the god of sea.

‘Um… all right’, said Theseus. ‘Let’s get everything done 
before you wed Prince Adrie.’

‘I won’t marry Adrie. I don’t love him!’ protested Alessa.

‘This is out of the question. You marry for the peace between 
Athens and Crete, not for love’, snapped Theseus.

Alessa and Flavian

Alessa and Flavian

‘Father—’ pleaded Alessa.

‘Alessa, it’s late. You may leave now’, said Antiope, winking 
at Alessa.

‘Good night, mother. Good night, father’, said Alessa.

Instead of going to her room, Alessa ran to the woods to meet 
up with Flavian, her secret lover…

‘You are the most talented artist I’ve ever seen. I’m sure you 
will win the panel painting competition’, said Alessa.

‘I wish we can get married and live happily ever after’, said 
Flavian, holding Alessa’s hands.

The lovers did not realise that Spiro, Adrie’s attendant, was 
spying on them from behind the bushes. He couldn’t wait to 
report it to his master…

★  ★  ★

In a mid-summer night, the muses were entertaining 
themselves by singing and dancing in the woods. When 
they heard some noise from the mortals, they quickly turned 
invisible.

‘Prince Adrie sent a magician to make me colour blind. I live 
in a monochromatic world now!’ whined Flavian.

‘Oh dear!’ gasped Alessa, turning pale.

‘I couldn’t possibly win the competition. I couldn’t get the 
prize. I… I couldn’t marry you’, said Flavian, burst into tears. 
Alessa sobbed as well.

The muses overheard them and felt pity on them. A muse 
whispered to the others, ‘I have a plan…’

The muses sang a lullaby together. No mortal on earth would 
have ever heard such sweet and beautiful singing.

‘That’s strange. Who’s singing a lullaby in the woods?’ asked 
a puzzled Flavian.

‘I feel so sleepy’, said Alessa, yawning.

‘Me too, I… I…’ muttered Flavian.

The lovers were soon fast asleep…

‘Wake up, Alessa’, said Flavian. ‘I had a weird dream—‘

‘The muses asked us to go to Pierian Spring to wait for 
Pegasus, a fl ying horse’, said Alessa, rubbing her eyes.

‘Gosh! We have the same dream’, gasped Flavian.

‘Come on, let’s set off  now’, urged Alessa.

★  ★  ★

ONCE upon a time, in Athens, King Theseus built a palace 
on the fortress of the Acropolis. He meant to live there 

happily ever after with his beautiful wife, Antiope and his 
lovely daughter, Alessa.

‘Do you like this palace?’ asked Theseus.

Antiope smiled. ‘The garden is full of fl owers and lovely 
fragrances. I can hang around here all day long.’

‘Can we have some wall paintings?’ asked Alessa.
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Alessa and Flavian (Cont’d.)

Pegasus fl ew down to the Pierian Spring to drink. Flavian and 
Alessa approached it and put a saddle on its back.

Alessa asked softly, ‘Can you fl y us to the rainbow?’

Pegasus nodded his head as if it understood and fl ew up into 
the air. They fl ew for many miles and passed many mountains, 
valleys and rivers. Finally, they saw a huge rainbow in the 
clear blue sky.

‘Look! The rainbow is sparkling’, gasped Alessa.

‘It’s spectacular’, said Flavian. ‘Oh, we’d better hurry. The 
rainbow will disappear before sunset.’

‘That’s right’, said Alessa, hopping out and sitting on one 
of the clouds fl oating by. She scooped up the magic dust 
from the rainbow according to the order of the colour – red, 
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet. She sprinkled 
it, one by one, on Flavian’s eyes. Then they returned to the 
woods as soon as possible.

‘Flavian, can you see colour now?’ asked Alessa.

‘Yes, I can see red, the colour of strawberries; orange, the 
colour of mandarins; yellow, the colour of daff odils; green, 
the colour of frogs; blue, the colour of the sea; indigo, the 
colour of night sky; and violet, the colour of eggplant’, said 
Flavian excitedly.

‘Hooray! Welcome back to the chromatic world’, said Alessa. 
Her eyes danced with happiness.

After Flavian kissed good-bye to Alessa, he sprinted all the 
way home to start drawing his masterpiece…

★  ★  ★

‘Flavian, your painting of me killing the Minotaur in the 
Labyrinth is the best entry’, announced Theseus. ‘Now I grant 
you a wish.’

‘Your Majesty, I… I wish I can marry Alessa. In fact… we are 
lovers’, spluttered Flavian.

Theseus and Antiope were astonished by his confession. 
Nevertheless, they could do nothing but gave them their 
blessings.

A few weeks later the lovers had a grand wedding in the 
palace. Hundreds of guests were invited to celebrate with 
them. No one would expect Adrie and his attendant to burst 
in...

‘Who has just got married?’ shouted Adrie.

‘Look! Flavian is over there’, said Spiro, pointing at Flavian.

Adrie quickly drew his sword and ran towards him. Alessa 
hopped in the way just in time to save his newly wedded 
husband. Unfortunately, Alessa was killed instead.

‘What have you done to my daughter?’ cried Theseus, staring 
at Adrie.

‘I…” muttered Adrie.

‘You still have two wishes left’, said Antiope desperately.

‘Oh, yes’, said Theseus, turned to Adrie. ‘I wish Adrie to be 
trapped in Flavian’s painting as the Minotaur forever.’

There was a blinding fl ash, then silence. Adrie vanished. The 
Minotaur in Flavian’s painting was replaced by a portrait of 
Adrie.

Theseus continued, ‘I wish my daughter, Alessa, comes back 
to life.’

Within seconds, Alessa opened her eyes and smiled. Flavian 
kissed her forehead. Everyone was overjoyed. Nobody 
noticed that Spiro had crept out of the palace. He rushed 
all the way back to tell the bad news to Minos, the king of 
Crete…

~ THE END ~

P.S. Soon after the wedding the king of Crete declared war 
against Athens for his son’s sake. However, Flavian and Alessa 
did live happily ever after. So there you go! There’s the happily 
ever after you were after (grin).

By Phoebe Leung, Grade 4

Pinewood Primary School

MOUNT WAVERLEY – VIC.

Teacher: Mrs Jessica Murphy
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Sea Dragon Sea Dragon 

By Isabella Cagnes

Age 11

Lane Cove Public School

LANE COVE – NSW

Like crawling winter waves wash in,
a gift from endless sea.

Haunting is the ocean’s song,
an endless eerie plea.

Malachite, forbidden depths,
a sanctuary, bleak.

For reptile of the fl owing fi ns,
the haven doth he seeks.

The tidal fl ow shall guide his way,
so sinuous he glides.

Meandering the shadowed deep,
down here the sea dragon resides.

Rapid fl icker, tail shifts,
so idly shall he swim.

Golden orbs through murky dark,
they light the depths, so grim.

Seaweed parts to coiling form,
as slowly doth he wind.

Translucent are the trailing fi ns,
that softly trail behind.

Emerald glow, he’ll softly slide,
those motions such a sync.

The sea dragon, with fi ns that trail, soft, 
within the depths doth sink.

Claudia looked around the room. It was small and plain.

She had been here her whole life, although you wouldn’t 
think so. She had nothing to show for it. She moved 
around the room again. Yes, she had defi nitely outgrown 
the room; it was too small for her now. But Claudia didn’t 
want to leave.

She was attached to it. This room had watched her grow 
and been her shelter. It had been her safe haven.

Lately Claudia had been hearing voices. 

She didn’t understand the voices, but they sounded friendly 
and something told her not to be afraid of them.

Claudia wanted to know more about these voices.

Who they belong to and what signifi cance they had 
to her room.

Claudia knew if she left her room, she would fi nd 
out more.

But she was scared, scared of the unknown.

She had been in this room for so long now, that it 
was really the only world she had known.

Claudia’s RoomClaudia’s Room

Cont’d...
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Shimmer

IN A clear sparkling pond frogs hopped, dragonfl ies fl ew and 
ducks swam. One particular day, a dragonfl y named Rocky 

said “We should hold a fl ying race and all the dragonfl ies 
should join in”. Shimmer told her mother that she didn’t want 
to join in but her mother said that she had to. All that night, 
while she was tucked up in her little leaf bed, all she thought 
was “I won’t win the race, I won’t win the race”.

The next morning Shimmer looked in the mirror to wash her 
wings when she realised that her dark pink and blue stripes 
were now light coloured stripes. Her usual silver wings had 
now turned grey. Shimmer was very fond of her colours and 
was very upset. 

Days passed and Shimmer continued to lose her colour. She 
also continued to tell herself that she wouldn’t win the race. 
On Friday, three days before the race, Shimmer was muttering 
to herself when the old wise dragonfl y fl ew down beside 
her. If you are lucky enough to see him, you should make 
the most of your time spent with him. Shimmer’s mouth 
dropped open. “I see you have been having some troubles 
with your colours, little Shimmer”, whispered the old wise 
dragonfl y. “So all you have to do is believe in yourself.” And 
with that he fl ew off . Shimmer thought and thought and 
thought but didn’t understand what he meant. A while later 
she fi gured it out. “Yes that’s it; I have been telling myself that 
I won’t win the race. So that means that I haven’t believed in 
myself”, said Shimmer. And that night Shimmer was tucked 
up in her little leaf bed and this time she was telling herself 
that she would win the race. 

A couple of days later it was the day of the fl ying race and 
Shimmer was confi dent and ready to go. “Ready Set GO”, 
yelled Rocky. Shimmer fl ew over tree tops and skimmed the 

waters. At last she could see the faint colour of the fi nish line. 
Shimmer looked behind her. Oh no, she could see Rowan 
the mean dragonfl y just an inch from her tail. “He probably 
cheated”, thought Shimmer. She fl apped her wings as fast 
as a beater would mix a chocolate cake. A dragonfl y in the 
audience yelled “Make it a photo fi nish!”. So the dragonfl y at 
the fi nish line got his camera ready. The photo was extremely 
close. Shimmer was so determined to win the race she drew 
as much strength as she could from the words of the old wise 
dragonfl y that she crossed the fi nish line fi rst! Whilst at the 
presentation ceremony, the gleaming gold trophy matched 
the colours of the gleaming winner.  

The End

By Sarah Parker

Age 8

Heany Park Primary School,

ROWVILLE – VIC.

Sea Dragon 
Claudia had enjoyed her time here and would look back on 
it as her simple beginning. Everyone has to start somewhere, 
don’t they?

She realised that she needed a change and made the decision 
to move on with her life.

Claudia looked around the room one last time. She knew 
that she had to leave. 

She took a long deep breath. 

She had to get out now before she changed her mind.

The voices were getting louder.

She could feel something pushing her to leave. 

It was a strong invisible force. The force was teasing her. It 
would give her the chance to move and escape but then it 
would stop and she couldn’t move. What was happening? 
Was she going crazy? “I am so tired. Maybe I shouldn’t go, 
maybe I might stay here in my room forever” said Claudia.

But it was no use, the force was too strong and before she 
knew it, she was out of her room forever.

It was so bright and cold.

She felt pain on her skin and started to make a strange noise. 
What was happening to her? She was scared. She could hear 
the voices that she heard in her room. She started to feel 
safe again.

She was being held for the fi rst time. What a wonderful feeling. 
The person who held her was the voice she recognised from 
her room. Claudia didn’t know what lay ahead but she knew 
that she would be safe with this person for life and she had 
made the right decision to leave.

The person turned out to be her mother, the person who had 
just given birth to her. 

By Ashleigh Streatfi eld

Year 9, Age 14

St. Clare’s College

GRIFFITH – ACT

Claudia’s Room (Cont’d.)
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“No Jess, No!” yelled Jake.

But it was too late. Jess opened the huge rusty iron door.

Jake was the older of the twins and cautious, Jess always 
wanted to explore. 

“I know you’re there”, the voice said, more muffled than 
before.

“Run!” they both said.

“Grrr”, it said again.

“Do you think they are after us because we knocked over that 
pottery back there?” Jess asked Jake worriedly.

“Think so”, Jake replied.

They ran out into the middle of…. green grass, trees, fl owers, 
weeds and plants neither of them could recognise. They looked 
at the building they had been in. It was a castle with huge fat 
leafy vines twisting and climbing up the walls. They were the 
fattest vines Jake had ever seen.

“Wow”, they said in amazement.

Then they heard, “They went out there!” the strange voice 
said.

“Run!” Jake whispered to Jess.

They ran for what seemed like ages when they heard tweets, 
growls, honks and other funny sounds. They pushed through 
some more plants and saw... a big moat, about 15 metres 
wide and it was teeming with life. Birds fl ew, fi sh swam, frogs 
hopped and there were creatures Jake and Jess had never 
seen before. 

“Honk. Honk. Out of the way.” Jake and Jess ducked just in time 
and saw a crazy feathered bird. “Can’t a bird have any room to 
fl y? Tell me huh, huh?” the bird said with no manners.

Pigs with horns fought over mates.

Enormous frogs played leapfrog on a log.

10 centimetre long mudskippers raced each other into the 
water. Mammoth sized hippos swam in the moat.

“Watch out little kiddos”, said a voice that seemed to come 
from above.

It was fi ve huge penguins in a tree ready to dive into the 
moat.

“In other words, move!” said another.

“OK, OK”, said Jess impatiently and they both moved out of 
the way.

Jess saw a mouse well over two feet high with a sign saying 
“Free Tour Guide”.

“Let’s go”, said Jess.

“Go where?” asked Jake.

“There.”

“Oh, there.”

They walked over to the mouse.

“Well, well. Do you want to be shown around?” asked the 
mouse.

“Yep. You bet”, they both said.

“Well, follow me”, said the mouse. “This here is the moat. Very, 
very, very, ver–“

“Hurry up!” Jess said, getting impatient again.

“OK... very deep. And this here is– “

“Raggh grr roar.” The noise came from just behind them.

Animals ran, bounded, stampeded, jumped and bounced from 
being stunned by the noise.

“Oh dear, it’s back, ahhhh” screamed the mouse.

“What... what’s coming back?” asked Jess, becoming 
frightened.

“Ahhhh, it’s the monster from the castle”, shrieked the mouse.

The hippos, crocodiles, mudskippers and things sank back 
down into the moat. Then three guards and an enormous 
monster came out of the bushes.

The Chase

Cont’d...
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“There are the two people who broke the Queen’s pottery”, 
said a guard. “Get them.”

Then Jess and Jake heard a faint voice. “Jess... Jake... Are you in 
bed yet? It’s almost midnight.”

“Mum” they both said.

Jake looked at his watch. “Mum’s right.”

Suddenly the monster lunged forward... But where were Jake 
and his sister Jess? Jake and Jess suddenly found themselves 
back in their room. As they got into bed, Jake asked Jess, “Next 

time we wish upon a shooting star, can we go somewhere nice 
and happy?” 

“Oh all right. But it’s lucky, we always come back at midnight”, 
Jess whispered.

Then they both fell sound asleep dreaming of their next 
adventure.

By Harrison Rhys Nathan

Grade 3, Age 8

Highbury Primary School

HOPE VALLEY – SA
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Ice Dancer
I watched her pick herself up after she fell and started again. 
Two strides, spin low for three, then come up for her spin in 
the air. She became a fi ery blur and then she fell again.

I have been watching Cara ice skate on the frozen pond since 
her mother passed away three months ago. Her mum was the 
lively coach that ignored the negatives and strove to get the 
best out of everyone. She was the one who made this place 
come alive. Now she is gone – so is the hum of life. 

My thoughts found themselves wondering as I watched Cara 
pick herself up again.

There will be competition soon. Cara would love to enter. 
Without a coach she had to pull out. Her mother was her 
coach, never pushing, always encouraging. I looked up to 
see Cara fall and slide again across the ice and then I realised 
– she had to get to her feet.

That night as the stars shone in the fi erce cold, I rang Jackie, 
the new ice skating coach. I asked her to do it, to help Cara, 
but she was reluctant. I had failed to realise how soon the 
competition was. 

Two weeks isn’t enough to fi x and fi nish a routine. But I 
argued. The television changed from one program to the 
next. Lights turned off  and still I argued. Until fi nally, she gave 
in. Excitement for Cara fi lling me, I wrote a quick note:

Dear Cara,
I would like to inform you that you will be taking lessons 

from Jackie Southern for the Annual Winter Competition. 
Please be at the rink at 3pm sharp.

I left it unsigned, and dropped it into her letterbox.

For the next two weeks I found myself a diff erent chair as 
I watched Cara learn and improve. She was progressing 

rapidly, but the routine would have been fi nished now if her 
mother was still her coach. Sadly I remembered those days as I 
watched Cara maximise her technique with every jump, twist 
and turn. She reminded me of her mother – so graceful.

As the day of the competition drew nearer, I faced another 
challenge for Cara. She had been entered under her existing 
coach, but she had pulled out with her mother’s passing. 

I rang and tried to negotiate, but they were stubborn. I rang 
again and again. But still they rejected my calls. I couldn’t 
give up on her. 

I rang Jackie to see what she could do. Within the hour, she 
rang back to say that Cara could compete. Now we were on 
the home stretch!

On the day of the competition, I was as nervous as Cara. Even 
more nervous as she landed all her jumps and turns perfectly 
and as she got her scores. 

Perfect score.

The crowd cheered her as she skated off  the ice.

“Thank you Daddy”, she whispered to me.

“I love you Cara”, I whispered back. 

By Jessica Gleeson

Age 15

John Paul College

COFFS HARBOUR – NSW

When I’m Nervous
You can always tell when I am nervous

Or when I’m under stress
Because that’s when my hands start dancing

Around themselves or over desks
I tell them to stand still

To stop their playful jive
But they just keep on dancing
They spin and turn and dive

By Sarah Gates

Year 9, Westminster School

MARION – SA

Teacher: Ms Rathmann
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 Hazel Edwards is the author of 150 books including the classic Th ere’s a 

Hippopotamus on Our Roof Eating Cake (Penguin 2005); Hand Me Down Hippo 

(Penguin – April 2005); Antarctica’s Frozen Chosen; Fake ID; Duty Free; Stalker 

(plus audio from Bolinda Audio); Muscles; Th e Giant Traffi  c Jam; Astrid the Mind 

Reading Chook and many more great titles. Visit www.hazeledwards.com for 

details of her Antarctic books.

Paul Collins was born in England, raised in New Zealand and moved to Australia in 1972. In 1975 he launched 

Void, the fi rst professional science fi ction magazine Australia had seen since the demise of the joint Australian 

and British production Vision of Tomorrow. His fi rst fantasy novel for younger readers was Th e Wizard’s Torment. 

Paul then edited the young adult anthology Dream Weavers, Australia’s fi rst heroic fantasy anthology ever. Th is 

was followed by Fantastic Worlds, and Tales from the Wasteland. Paul’s recent works include the highly successful 

fantasy series (co-edited with Michael Pryor), Th e Quentaris Chronicles, to which Paul also contributes titles (Swords 

of Quentaris, Slaves of Quentaris, Princess of Shadows and Dragonlords of Quentaris); Th e Jelindel Chronicles, in 

which Dragonlinks was the fi rst title, and Th e Earthborn Wars trilogy, of which Th e 

Earthborn was the fi rst title. Visit www.paulcollins.com.au for more. 

 Lorraine Wilson writes extensively both reference material for teachers and books 

for children. She has now written over two hundred books including: Write me a Sign; 

Write me a Poem; Bubblegum; My Mum has False Teeth; Footy Kids, Th e Lift -Off  Kids, I 

Have Two Dads, and I Speak Two Languages.

Anna Ciddor has always been fascinated by the question, ‘What if I lived in another time or place?’. She 

changed career from maths teacher to author so she’d have the excuse to spend lots of time doing research. 

She has written and illustrated over fi ft y books, including the highly popular and exciting Viking Magic 

trilogy: Runestone, Wolfspell and Stormriders. Bravery, friendship, and a dash of magic are the keys to these 

adventure stories, which are based on real Viking history. Runestone was chosen as a Children’s Book Council 

Notable Book in 2003 and has been shortlisted for many awards. You can fi nd out more about Anna and 

her books at www.viking-magic.com.

Anna keeps in touch with her readers through school visits and her website, but she is also keen to encourage 

the writing eff orts of budding young authors through the Young Australian Writers’ Awards. 

 Meredith Costain lives in Melbourne with her partner, fellow children’s author Paul Collins, three chooks, 

a cat, a kelpie and a red heeler. Her work ranges from picture books through to popular fi ction and non-fi ction 

for older readers, and she is the editor of national children’s magazine, Comet. Meredith’s books include Freeing 

Billy, Th e Sandpit War, Rock Raps and Musical Harriet, which was adapted for television by the ABC. She 

regularly presents writing workshops for kids and adults in libraries and schools. Visit her at: www.plasticine.

com/mcostain

For some ideas on how to get ideas for your own stories, visit this link:

www.pearsoned.com.au/schools/magazines/yawaTips.asp

Libby Hathorn is an award-winning Australian author of more than forty books for 

children. Her work has been translated into several languages and adapted for stage and 

screen. She was awarded a Centenary Medal in 2001 for her work in children’s literature. 

More recently, her CDROM Weirdstop won the AIMIA Award (Australian Interactive 

Media Industry Awards) as Best Children’s Product of 2003; her picture storybook 

Th e River won the Society of Women Writers’ Bi-annual Award for Younger Readers; 

and Over the Moon was a Children’s Book Council Notable Book in the same year. See 

extensive booklist and awards at www.libbyhathorn.com . 

Ambassadors
 Krista Bell is an award-winning author of twenty-one books for young readers. Krista has been 

professionally involved in children’s literature for over thirty years, as well as being the mother of 

three sons, all of whom are good readers and writers! Krista’s middle son, Damien, is the illustrator 

of her junior novels. Having grown up in Sydney, Krista had her own bookshop, was a publicist for a 

publishing company, then a book reviewer on ABC Radio for fi ft een years, and during that time moved 

to Melbourne with her family.

It was in Melbourne that her fi rst book, JEZZA, a picture book illustrated by Kym Lardner, was published 

in 1991. Krista calls the way she writes FIBTION, because she takes real life experiences, embroiders 

them with fi bs and turns them into stories.

Krista lives with her sons and transport planner husband next to a railway line so she can quickly catch 

a train to the MCG to watch a football match, or go to the theatre, a concert or the National Gallery in 

town, or visit South Bank or Federation Square where she can be a professional “stickybeak”, collecting 

story ideas. Visit www.kristabell.com .
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NAVE’S pen shook violently as he wrote his name down. 
If the name was illegible, would they allow him into the 

Army? That would make it easy to decide whether it was right 
or not. Maybe it would be a blast to go to war; maybe he could 
come home with the VC, the Victoria Cross. Or maybe 14 years 
old was just too young. Was Yank pushing his rebellious life 
too far? Were his parents involved? Did they know?

No, Nave thought, no parent in their right mind would send 
their youngest son to war. Did it make a diff erence for the 
middle child? Did it diff er for the order of children? Or was it 
the age that mattered?

Maybe Fritz and Yank were having second thoughts. What if 
he died? Would he be a failure?

All those bad thoughts fl ew away when he stepped out of 
the application room. A huge crowd of people looked up as 
he took his fi rst step from the small booth. The applause of 
the proud citizens overtook his sorrow and replaced it with 
happiness and delight. What more could he want, other than 
the pride of his country?

To go home. That’s the answer. He wasn’t even in the trench 
yet, but the gunfire shots sent shivers down his spine. 
“Someone’s just walked over your grave”, his mother’s voice 
told him. This was happening too quickly. Second thoughts. 

Third thoughts. He’d been having them all month. What if–

“Nave? You awake?” a small voice asked into the gloom.

“Fritz? Yeah, I’m awake” Nave replied, “are you o–” BOOM!!! 
The truck swerved brutally as a small earthquake ricocheted 
across the land. Wow. If bombs are that strong from thirty 
kilometres, what would they be like up close? Nave wondered, 
frightened. “Fritz? You there?” After a moment’s pause, Nave 
panicked. Looking out a window, he could now see the blood 
and mud of the trenches before him. Could Fritz–

“Yeah, I’m here. Yank?” A murmur of “Yeah” and “I’m good” 
stopped the worries of the two other boys. Men with 
moustaches, who were defi nitely legally here, slept and 
played cards, right through it. Only the men with cards looked 
up as the truck cat tailed around. The man who slept had been 
thrown off  his seat, unconscious. With a questioning look at 
the man down with him, the helper stood up and said, “He’s 
gone” and moved him to the side. One down, 50,000 to go.

“WHY DID YOU DO THIS? You’re too young!” as the truck 
slowed down, an anguished mother’s voice wailed into the 
fading light. “No – Anzy! Don’t go! Stay!” Then an older man’s 
voice, probably a father’s, fl ew out like a rough lark. “You 
need to think, my son. Are you ready for this?” A pause, then 
“Yes. I am”.

In Flanders FieldsIn Flanders Fields
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“Good luck, then, my son.”

A boy, about two years younger than Nave’s age stepped up 
through the door. With a strong Australian accent, though 
it was hard to understand what he was saying, through his 
choking voice, he said “Hello”. The older men grunted in 
recognition, whereas Yank and Fritz looked away solemnly. 
It was Nave who beckoned to the young boy to come from 
his corner to their area. The boy – Anzac, his name tag read – 
looked up quizzically. “Come over here. Yes you, Anzac. Come 
on!” Nave smiled, and Anzac came quietly over to him.

Looking to Nave’s eyes, he asked “Am I doing the right 
thing?”

~

Gunshots fi red, bombs landed. Nave panicked.

“More bullets! I’m out of bullets! I need more bullets!” he 
scrounged around in his pack. “Fritz? Fritz! Bullets!” More 
bullets were piled into the shaking boy’s hands. “Thanks, 
Fritz!” Firing many more bullets, he saw the men in front 
of him fall down under a coat of red blood, the English 
bullets penetrating clothes, skin, even the thick mud, killing 
the Germans cruelly. How is Anzac? Where are the bombs 
landing? Nave fretted. Anzac had gone to help throw bombs 
out onto the intruding Army. Yank was up in front, pushing 
his way to more land. Nave had fallen behind.

Horror grabbed him. Fear suff ocated him. Sadness engulfed 
him. Yank had fallen. Blood spurted out of a wound to his 
neck. As the body fell hard on Nave, he screamed for help. For 
Fritz. For anyone. It was black, all black, but white, nothing. 
Nothing was there.

~

He woke up in his cabin, a small bandage around his ribs. 
Fritz and Anzac were surrounding him. No Yank. His heart 
bled as he remembered his last memory of the boy. If Yank 
had not been in front, and caught the bullet, Nave would be 
the one in the coffi  n. He now regretted enlisting under a fake 
name, saying he was above age, rather than four years under 
it. Fritz and Anzac’s eyes said what Nave already knew. Yank 
was gone, far away.

“I’m sorry. But he’s gone; he’s gone to heaven, away from this 
war, far away. Nave, he’s not here.” Fritz was crying, an odd 
and out-of-ordinary thing for the 14 year old boy.

~

Two months had passed. Two months of hunger, rations, 
dying, struggles, horror and fear. More pushes, more bullets, 
and more killing.

The silvery light of a full moon caught the wire, as the pliers 
severed it between the barbs. Stupid, Nave thought angrily. 
They’ll get us all killed. Even I know never to go hunting on 
a full moon. A push with this light? Stupid.

Terror reigned. Screams fi lled the air, as guns shot straight 
through the ranks. Fire, blood, snow. Red and white mixing 
together to give a sickly pink. Germans relentlessly mirrored 
the movements of the English, shooting, throwing, killing. 
Thousands of men fell, horns sounded.

The night was November 10, 1918.

They ran, they fought, and they killed. Bodies of men were 
trampled over to reach the goal. Another stupid metre of land 
covered. All of a sudden, Nave had pain rip through his body. 
He fell forward into a crater, fragments of bomb and metal 
splitting his skin as he dived for cover. Then it was black.

~

He was on fi re. He had frostbite. Parts of him burned with heat, 
others burnt with cold. It was a nightmare. All a nightmare. 
That was all he could think about. Nave told himself that he 
was dreaming, a terrible dream. Maybe if he closed his eyes, 
he would wake up in his bed, in his room, his parents bustling 
around the downstairs area. If he closed his eyes, maybe he 
would be okay.

So he closed his eyes.

In Flanders fi elds the poppies blow
Between the crosses row on row,
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fl y
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie
In Flanders fi elds.
Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fi elds.

By Lieutenant John McCree,
1872–1918

By Imogen Whittaker

Grade 6

Methodist Ladies’ College

KEW – VIC.

Teacher: Miss Jo Ryan

In Flanders Fields (Cont’d.)

In Flanders Fields
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Split 
I heard her talking on the phone, her loud, casual voice 
fl oating throughout the house and cutting into its morbid 
silence. I could not understand how this woman could make 
useless chitchat with such an airy-fairy lightness in her voice. 
It made the anger rise again, clawing at my the insides of my 
throat, trying to get out, trying to get me to express the rage, 
the anger, the hate, the confusion and everything else that 
was swirling around in my head and numbing my insides. I 
just wanted to scream at the stupid woman, I just wanted to 
yell at her, just wanted to tell her just how fake and sadistic 
her brightness was, how it infuriated me way beyond tears 
and anger, even to the point that I could have killed her to 
shut her up. I wanted to shout at her, tell her stop acting so 
perfect and together and to mourn her daughter like a real 
mother was supposed to, with tears of agony, pain and loss, 
not chatting happily away as if her eldest daughter was 
alive and well, not dead and to be buried fi ve feet below 
the ground.

“Yeah, that would be excellent, I am sure that Arianne would 
just love to get out of the house”, her hands were playing with 
her hair, slowly coiling a curl and letting it drop again down 
the side of her beautifully made-up face. This motion was the 
catalyst; the hatred and grief that had sat simmering safely 
away beneath the surface now surged forward and rose. Tears 
fell from my eyes, hot and wet against my pale, clammy skin, 
my cheeks fl amed a suddenly angry red and my exasperation 
grew. My short, stumpy fingers shook as I gripped the 
stair-banister for support, my hand becoming sweaty and 
staining the wood beneath. Just one look at my fi ngers set 
it off , released all the pains of misery, grief, confusion, loss 
and everything else ripping through me. I collapsed to the 
ground in a sudden surge of blood rushing to my head; the 
room swirled and then went black. All I could think about 
was Morgana, my best friend, my sister, my twin, gone! An 
image fl ashed in my unconscious mind, my short, stumpy 
fi ngers pressed against her long, slender ones, best friends 
forever; our pact to always be there for each other! The very 
bond that had kept me alive, kept me going, kept me sane 
all my life had suddenly been wrenched from underneath 
me and shattered into oblivion. All I could do was cry; on 
the outside the tears fell from my eyes, but on the inside my 
mind screamed in excruciating agony, “Morgana!”.

I dreamt of the two of us together as very small children, 
running towards the woods, laughing and holding hands, 
acting as if nothing in the world could ever hurt us. Morgana’s 
joyful chuckle, ringing out over the empty hills, that laugh, 
the thing I held so dear, the sound I had always yearned 
for in the early hours of a winter’s morning, the comfort I 
took in hearing it whenever she laughed. The laugh I never 
thought would be gone; the chuckle I never thought could 
be silenced. Gone, gone along with the one person that made 
life worth living, my other half!

Another dream, sitting in a photography studio, aged eleven. 
Morgana dressed magnifi cently in red velvet, what would 

have looked so tacky and wrong on anybody else she made 
look amazing. I was dressed in another red dress, the material 
plain and cheap and the pattern simple and bare. But I did not 
care; all I wanted was to wear the same colour as Morgana, 
to look like her.

I jerked awake, images of her instantly fading out of my head, 
before I could grasp onto them and hold them tight. She 
was not in the world any more, that only in my dreams and 
memories did she exist, the realisation I had made many times 
over the last forty-eight hours hit me again, tearing my heart 
in two as pain and sorrow dripped from it. My hands clung 
to my knees, locking my body in a hunched over position. 
I began to rock, lulling my body back into the numbness 
that only caused a small ache in the pit of my stomach. It 
was the only way to keep the raging emotions in check; if I 
didn’t numb the pain then I would be a blubbering, miserable 
wreck, at risk of a sudden explosion if something pushed me 
over the edge.

Sympathy from everyone at school, from the generous 
teachers who tried to comfort me to the crowds of students 
around me, all wanting to help and comfort me. Unfamiliar 
faces, people I had never spoken to, much less discussed 
the relationship between Morgana and I or the eff ects a 
death would have on the family. My friends were the best, 
they knew that I was hurting more than anyone realised, so 
they just kept silent about the subject and gave me peace. I 
heard whispers around the school, “God, it must be hard for 
her... poor thing, losing a sister... so tragic... a car accident...”.  
Everyone would suddenly go quiet and redden in the face 
when I approached. In those fi rst few days I had the power 
to divide big groups of whispering girls within seconds, 
something the male species had not been able to do since the 
beginning of time. It took me a week to realise that everyone 
was talking about me suff ering, about how I was coping with 
the loss and how sad it must be for my family and I. The ache 
in my heart deepened at this realisation, they were forgetting 
about her! The anger would rise up in my throat again; I 
wanted to scream at them, “It is not about me! Morgana is 
gone! She is dead and you don’t care! Don’t worry about me, 
mourn her!”. But I kept my mouth clamped tightly shut and 
instead fl oated around school as if in a dream, far away from 
reality. I let these people go on thinking that it was me they 
had to worry about, I would do the mourning for everyone, 
I would grieve Morgana forever, because she had been my 
world, and without her I felt empty, alone and hopeless.

Sitting with my friends during lunchtime a week after the 
accident I was off  with the fairies thinking about my blissful 
childhood. My friends were talking all around me. I was 
half-aware of their nervous glances in my direction and the 
concerned expressions written across their faces. They were 
holding in their thoughts, instead chatting lightly about 
nonsense topics. It was as if a heavy blanket of silence and 
gloom had fallen over everyone I was around, a blanket that 
would evaporate as soon as I left.
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Split (Cont’d.)

Cont’d...

They must have fi gured that I wasn’t listening, because the 
subject soon changed to me, her and the accident. My ears 
perked up and I listened with interest as I lay on my back on 
the oval. The mention of my name aroused my curiosity, a 
welcome change of emotion from the miserable grief and 
anger I had been experiencing of late.

“I wonder how she is really coping.” Ideas tossed around, my 
friends knew me well; they knew I was completely avoiding 
thinking about the death, “She would be focusing on the life 
before”, assumed one of the girls. They discussed the issue 
somberly, keeping to the least personal topic of the accident, 
until Grace let her tongue slip. “Do you think Morgana 
would have coped better if it was the other way around?” 
An innocent question if asked in the privacy of a four-walled 
room, but not suitable in the school grounds with the person 
present. Silence descended over the group quicker than on 
that horrifi c day when I got a punch in my stomach that 
meant only one thing, Morgana was very hurt. Grace mistook 
the silence for agreement, for she continued to babble about 
her innermost thoughts, “Morgana was always the more 
independent one, the girl who had her own friends, and did 
her own thing, but Arianne, Morgana was more than her twin, 
she was everything, and without her…” The sentence trailed 
off  unfi nished, Grace fell silent, her face fl ushed and hands 
shaking. From the corner of my eyes I could see the tense 
atmosphere shift, the girls were considering her words, and 
a few were even slowly nodding their heads in agreement. I 
thought nothing could get any worse than it already had in 
the last week, but when I heard those fateful words escape 
from Rhiannon’s pursed, thin lips my world came crashing 
down around me. She fi nished Grace’s sentence, as if she 
had been secretly mulling over the same thoughts, “Without 
Morgana, Arianne doesn’t have an identity”.

Shudders of anguish, loneliness and worthlessness jerked 
through my body as blood rushed too quickly to my head and 
gave me a dizzy spell. I leapt up at this remark, an expression 
of scorn and confusion sweeping across my tear-stained face. 
I couldn’t look at any of them, they were meant to be my 
friends, they were meant to be the only ones that understood 
just a little of how I felt, they were meant to there for me, not 
judging me. New, hot tears formed and dropped silently from 
my already red-raw eyes and down my pale face. The colour 
had completely drained from it, and I looked more vulnerable 
and confused than any time in the last week. I kept my eyes 
peeled to the ground as I jumped up as quickly as possible, 
turning and running in the other direction so fast I could have 
beaten an Olympic sprinter. Their calls followed me, sounding 
apologetic and sincere, yet fl awed with the merciless taunting 
of pretence and condescension.

I couldn’t go back, I couldn’t face them again! I couldn’t 
face the judgment they were suddenly launching upon me 
and unveiling their true thoughts. I couldn’t face what they 
were thinking, what they really believed about me! I kept 
running, sprinting speedily in a direction I was not sure of. I 
did not know where I was going, I did not what I was doing; 

all I knew was that I needed to get away; I needed to keep 
running and escape this hellhole of twisted emotions and 
unbearable gloominess. Out the front gate of the school, I 
did not care who saw me running, I did not care what they 
thought; all I cared about was getting away! Exhaustion did 
not overcome me, nor did fatigue, breathlessness or spasms 
of aching muscles; I felt like I could run forever and not feel the 
slightest bit tired, for as long as I was escaping I was numb to 
all pain. The quicker I ran the clearer my mind became; slowly 
the feelings of anguish, loss and loneliness were expelled 
from my head, replaced only with the clear, vivid memories 
of Morgana and I spending our childhood together.

The last lazy summer afternoon before a new school term; 
Morgana dressed in her favourite colour, vibrant red, 
confident, outstanding, independent and beautiful, the 
adjectives represented her up until the day she died. Me in 
a faded orange dress, the same cut as Morgana’s, but looking 
so diff erent in the hideous shade, distasteful, horrendously 
ugly and a gluggy mixture of everything else, the sounds of 
vomiting the only way to describe it. I wanted to swing from 
the tyre in the backyard, Morgana wanted to play the piano. 
I sat and listened to her practise all afternoon.

I stopped running, my legs suddenly paralysed and frozen 
to the spot. An explosion of suppressed emotion suddenly 
fl ooded through me. I collapsed to the ground and the world 
went black.

Standing cold and wet at the bus-stop, waiting for Morgana 
to get off . She was coming home from her piano practice, the 
last one before the big concert that night. We were meeting 
up and then going to the hair-dresser’s so she could get her 
hair straightened and cut nicely for the performance. She 
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Split (Cont’d.)

was meant to be on the 2:20 bus, but it came and went, and 
did not stop, no one got off .

An abrupt spasm stabbed into my stomach, raw, pure pain 
clawing at my insides. I couldn’t breathe, my blood was frozen 
and my head was spinning, something was seriously wrong, 
and it wasn’t me that was in trouble.

They say that when you have a twin you share a special bond, 
a psychic connection between the two of you, sparked when 
sharing the same womb. You could fi nish their sentences, 
sense where they were and the most mysterious one of all, 
you could feel when they were hurt. I knew as the wind was 
taken out of me and I sat doubled over in an unexplainable 
pain that something terrible had happened to her.

Two hours later I was in hospital, standing in a dauntingly bare 
waiting room with only three hard seats and a faded medical 
magazine as decoration. A nurses’ offi  ce stood only metres 
away, bustling with harassed, weary nurses rushing to and fro. 
I was not sure where we were, Intensive Care, the Emergency 
Room, everything looked the same to me, bleak, solemn and 
eerily silent. Dad was slumped against the wall, his forehead 
and hand supporting his fatigued, drained body. He looked 
haggard and thin, his age beginning to show with his stress-
caused wrinkles and receding grey hair creeping into his 
golden-brown. Mum was pacing, stressed and anxious, her 
hands shaking and sweat dripping from her neck. Her usually 
perfect make-up smudged, revealing carefully hidden stress 
wrinkles underneath. I was just sitting numb and oblivious 
to my surroundings in a hard seat, Morgana’s piano piece 
chiming through my head.

The waiting was unbearable and the grave expressions being 
exchanged between the nurses were even worse, making my 
imagination run like wild.

Four hours later a doctor fi nally emerged into the waiting 
room, gesturing for my parents to follow him. I wanted 
to scream at them, I wanted to demand to know what 
was wrong with my twin, what had happened to her, why 
couldn’t I see her? My exhausted parents followed the doctor 
obediently through the swinging doors, Dad’s arm slipping 
around Mum’s shoulder, her hands shaking in fear.

I was left alone in the eerie, empty waiting room. I felt her 
presence, faint and indistinctive, her short, raspy breaths, 
her inward pain and the struggle that was raging on inside 
her. The loss of blood was overwhelming, drawing away her 
strength and allowing the monster to slowly take over. She 
was weak and barely alive. She was in a coma.

I knew long before anyone else that she was dying. It was 
not immediate, but the feeling gradually crept over me and 
deep inside I knew that I was losing her. She fought the 
monster off  for another sixteen hours, a deep, desperate 
struggle for survival, the jolts of pain and suff ering I was 

experiencing only short bursts of what she endured in her 
unconscious state. In the end I knew she had to say goodbye, 
but nothing could prepare me for the heart-breaking pang 
of loneliness that fl ushed through me as she took her last 
breath. One second I had felt her presence, felt her pain and 
weakness, and the next everything went silent and my body 
felt empty and forlorn, like there was suddenly no point to 
live. The connection was broken and Morgana was gone, 
fatally wounded in a car collision crossing the road to get 
to the bus stop.

They called me in for wagging school, but I did not listen as 
the principal blabbed on about her understanding my grief. 
“Running away is not the answer, nor is imitating her…”, she 
told me. The advice I knew was right, but I hated to hear it. I 
left the offi  ce feeling confused and mixed up. It had been two 
months, and still I felt uncertain about everything.

Lost in my own befuddled thoughts, I didn’t not realise where 
I was walking as I collided with him. I mumbled an awkward 
apology, looking up to see an unfamiliar face looking 
curiously at me. “Hi, I’m Josh!” He shook my head, unfazed 
by my questioning gaze, “I’m new”.

I recovered from my lapse and quickly removed my hand, 
embarrassed that I had left it there so long. “I’m Arianne…” 
A pause, on the tip of my tongue was the introduction I had 
used all my life: I’m Arianne, Morgana’s twin. My eyes caught 
my refl ection in the window behind Josh’s head. It was like 
seeing myself for the very fi rst time. I was smallish, compact 
and cute as Mum would say; I had a beautiful, gleaming 
smile and twinkling blue eyes, and straight, golden-brown 
hair like Dad’s. Morgana had always been taller, slimmer and 
holding more poise, her hair curly and soft like Mum’s. She 
had the long, slender fi ngers, perfect for piano. I had the 
muscular physique, strong and well-built, perfect for sport. 
She had been confi dent, independent and beautiful; I was 
strong, athletic and shy. We were twins, but we were far from 
identical. All my life I had tried to imitate her, be her mirror 
image in every way, and when she had died, I clung to the 
childhood of our time together because I didn’t want to face 
the world without my other half beside me. But she was gone, 
and I had an identity to discover!

I smiled sweetly and looked directly into Josh’s sea-blue eyes, 
feeling warmth spread across my cheeks, “Hi, I’m Arianne, and 
I like sport. Do you want a personal tour of Cobalt College?”. 
I threw the question out there before I could take it back. 
What better way to fi nd my identity that try something risky 
and new?

By Kelly McConnell

Year 11

Overnewton Anglican Community College

KEILOR – VIC.
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Such a World
To speak is to lie
To love is to cry
To live is to die

If such a world existed
In which all pain was missed

What joy would be felt?
What pleasure be kissed?

If such a world existed
In which all hurt was gone
Bliss would lose its power

In fact, never be born

When confronted with a challenge
Life, the greatest of all

The pain is only really felt
To show us when we fall

If such a world existed
In which we never felt a sting

What point would there be
To do anything?

If such a world existed
It would deteriorate in time

For as the shadow proves the sunshine
Death enhances life

By Jack Williams

Age 17

Forbes High School

FORBES – NSW

LIFE is like a mountain, it’s strong, it’s sturdy and it never 
stays the same. It comes with the ups but with those 

ups comes the downs. 

Spring comes with its blooming and blossoming of fl owers, 
with life being created, much like life itself. Babies being 
born and as the days go by we watch them grow, strong 
and sturdy but changing.

Summer comes with the sun and its unsuspected fl ames, 
popping up when you least suspect it. The sun is fun, but 
most of all it gives life, energy, something to look forward 
to. The fl ames will wipe out millions of living creation. But 
following the bad comes the good. For it has brought a 
beautiful row of fl owers in the horizon.

Autumn colour is everywhere with the crisp, crunchy leaves 
falling from the trees, in autumn’s breezing winds. The 
leaves travel for miles with the wind as its host.

Winter falls with its frozen image destroying those who are 
weak but making the survivors stronger. If you look beyond 
the deaths you can fi nd the good. The good of fun sliding 
down that mountain slope.

So life is like a mountain with the seasons changing the 
scenery, changing always changing, changing to what we 
will have to wait and see.

By Gwenneth Treloar-Tanner

Age 16

Bellarine Secondary College

DRYSDALE – VIC.

Life
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The Shilly-Shelly SHILLY-SHELLIES are no bigger than your hand and too 
pretty for you to imagine. Their long, curly hair fl oats 

down beside them like seaweed, and their scaly tails are 
too colourful. Their pearls glimmer like the sun shining 
on the sea.

Shilly-shallies sleep in shipwrecks and coral caves with 
their family. Their predators are sharks and eagles. They 
have wings like a bird, but scaly. Their claws at the end of 
their fi ngers make them look scary, but they are harmless. 
As shilly-shallies get older they start to grow pearls at the 
end of their tails. And these pearls are prized by humans; 
so sometimes shilly-shallies are hunted. 

Fish is their main food, and they love fl athead, plankton and 
clownfi sh. Girl and boy shilly-shallies look the same, except 
the boys’ tails are jade and the girls’ tails are magenta. They 
also have a horn in the very middle of their heads, which 
is made of shell. The boys’ horns are gold while the girls’ 
horns are silver.

I’m not sure if you have ever been at the sea edge when 
it’s sunny and rough, because shilly-shallies form the crest 
of a wave on a sunny, windy day.

By Eleanor Gershevitch

Year 4, Age 9

Blue Mountains Steiner School

HAZELBROOK – NSW

Lost in the Forest
How much longer can I be alone,
In this forest as calm as a stone?
Whispering trees, a fl owing river,

Big long snakes make a slither.

How much longer can I spend,
In this ghostly, woody haven, friend?

Silent, calm, quiet, peaceful,
The mimic of the Lyrebird, deceitful.

How many more rains will my body withhold?
The story of my life will soon be told.

Deep in the lush green, the animals sleep,
Listen for a sound… nothing, not a peep.

My hunger and thirst will soon dry me up,
I had nothing at all, not a plate, not a cup.

My heart has stopped beating in this forest so lush,
This world is so cruel, you simply get crushed.

By Sam Le Cerf

Year 6

Huntingtower School

MOUNT WAVERLEY – VIC.

Teacher: Margret Jones
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Supported by 

ANCAP crash tests the most popular new cars and gives them a safety rating out of five stars. It’s recommended you 
only buy cars that score four or five stars. Look for the star rating on cars in the showroom or visit ancap.com.au

Our Planet Earth
We take for granted every day,

Our beautiful planet in every way.
The clouds now cry rivers of sorrow,

The rivers just fl ow along.
The sky now turns from blue to black,

As the wind now howls its mournful song.

The trees now droop down to weep away,
As they await the dreadful day,

The day they will get cut down to the ground,
The birds just watch without a sound.

Earth has given us all we need,
And we have shown nothing but greed.

She tries her best to stay strong,
But nothing can change now,

It’s all gone wrong.

Pollution takes over,
And the day comes closer,

When time will end Earth’s game,
And we will be the ones to blame.

By Sahibajot Kaur

Age 14

GLENWOOD – NSW
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In a cave, high in the craggy mountain ranges of New Zealand, 
lived the most amazing and fantastical, mystical creature in 
the world. With eyes that shone with the light of a burning fi re 
deep within, and scales harder than steel, yet more delicate 
that the most intricate glass sculpture, was a dragon named 
Shalamar. These fascinating creatures are often described 
as violent and bloodthirsty but this dragon was neither, 
although he was wary of humans.

Shalamar had lived in his cave for many long years, gathering 
copious amounts of priceless treasure. He guarded diamonds 
bigger than your fi st, and gold nuggets as big as your head. 
He himself, was the size of a small house, and although he did 
not venture anywhere near humans or involve himself with 
them in any way, they knew he was there. Shalamar’s worst 
fear was that one day they would hunt him down.

Rictor shuddered as he watched the steady plume of smoke 
rise from a dark patch in the nearby mountain. He lived in a 
small village called “Manara” which was nestled at the base 
of the mountain, and the dragon had lived above him for as 
long as he could remember. He was an inquisitive boy, which 
would often get him into trouble. Rictor was twelve years 
old, with fi ery red hair, tanned skin, and intelligent looking 
dark brown eyes. In his family, he had a mother, a father, two 
older sisters and a two year old brother. His father worked 
in the village’s small mill, and his mother and sisters in the 
rice fi elds. His little brother was strapped in a carry bag to his 
mother’s back. As Rictor was too young to have a job yet, he 

helped out around the village, and was usually rewarded with 
warm food, or if the work was especially hard or physical, a 
refreshing snack and drink.

Today, Rictor was helping the village’s baker, Jeod. They were 
cleaning out the grimy bread oven. “Hmmm” sighed Jeod, as 
they worked.

“I remember the days when dragons roamed free through 
the land, and they and humans lived in peace and harmony.” 
The baker sighed again.

“Those were the days – did you know that dragons are as big 
as houses, and they live in caves absolutely teeming with 
priceless treasure?”

Although the sadness had stayed in Jeod’s eyes, wishfulness 
and longing had crept in, and a glinting look had appeared. 
Rictor had been listening intently to the baker, eyes widening 
in amazement. He had never heard these sorts of stories 
about dragons before, only the ones in which they were 
vicious brutes. Rictor asked Jeod many questions about the 
dragons’ past in an awed voice.

Finally, he asked, “Is the dragon that lives above us like that?”, 
thinking that maybe he could change history, and create 
peace between the two races once more. “That very well 
may be my boy, and I would pay good money to see him”, 
came the reply.

Mysteries
of the Mountains
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Mysteries of the Mountains (Cont’d.)

They continued cleaning in silence until lunchtime, each 
wrapped up in their own thoughts. Rictor was already 
formulating a plan that would allow him to reach the dragon’s 
cave, if he was brave enough.

Rictor was shivering, as it was cold so high up in the 
mountains this early in the morning. He still could not believe 
what he was doing. Earlier that morning he had caught a 
ride with some travellers to the edge of the village, thanking 
them before they continued on their way. Rictor then skirted 
around the perimeter of the village, looking for any sign of 
a path that might lead him up the mountain, and into the 
dragon’s cave. He found what he thought was an animal trail, 
and decided to give it a try. Surprisingly, the track was worn, 
and quite easy to traverse, despite the uphill slant. When he 
neared the entrance to the cave he was puffi  ng and panting, 
with the water in his wineskin almost completely gone. 
Rictor was exhausted, but the sight of the cave renewed his 
energy, and his muscles tensed with anticipation. He crept 
forward slowly, like a tiger stalking its prey, afraid of what he 
might fi nd. As he stepped through the entrance to the cave, 
his heart jumped into his mouth. Rictor’s eyes widened in 
amazement, fear and awe at the sight before him.

There was a magnifi cent display of colour and beauty. A 
dragon of fi ery red and orange lay before him, a plume of 
smoke rising from its nostrils. A forked tongue slowly fl icked 
out from between rows of sharp teeth, inside a mouth that 
could easily swallow a cow, let alone Rictor, in a single bite. 
The dragon was curled around a throne made of solid gold, 
delicately carved into complicated patterns and inlaid with 
many precious jewels. As his eyes moved around the cave, 
they opened even wider than before, if that was possible, 
and his mouth dropped open. The jewels and the beauty 
of everything stunned him. Rictor couldn’t think clearly. 
Forgetting his fear, he ran forwards, sinking into the treasure, 
and letting it run through his hands. His eyes fl ickered across 
to the dragon for a moment. Rictor thought it looked rather 
beautiful and fearsome, even when asleep. The dragon 
couldn’t hold him captivated for long, and Rictor’s eyes were 
soon drawn back to the treasure.

The dragon woke to a rattling noise. “Strange”, he thought. 
He slowly opened one sleepy golden eye, and blinked it in 
surprise. There was a human boy in his cave, rummaging 
through his most prized possessions!

“H-hmm” coughed the dragon.

This time it was Rictor’s turn to be surprised. His body stiff ened 
in shock, and he jumped backwards, stumbling. Rictor backed 
away from the dragon, fearing for his life. Even when caught 
in such a terrible predicament (or so he thought) Rictor still 
noticed that the look on the dragon’s face was diff erent to 
what he had expected. Then the dragon spoke to him!

“There is no need to be afraid”, said the dragon. “My name 

is Shalamar, and I will befriend you if you do not try to harm 
me, or steal my possessions without my knowing.”

It took well over an hour for Shalamar to persuade Rictor that 
he meant no harm, and coax him away from the wall. When 
Rictor was sitting down comfortably on the dragon’s gilded 
throne (although he was looking decidedly pale), Shalamar 
told him the tale of the dragons. Many had perished, and 
now Shalamar was the only dragon still alive in the mountain 
ranges that Rictor’s village “Manara” was located in. Shalamar’s 
story was long, and could not be fi nished in such a short span 
of time. Just before sunset, Shalamar paused, only partway 
through his tale.

“It is getting late, and very soon you will not be able to see 
well enough to descend the mountain the way you came 
up.”

Rictor was shocked. He had been so immersed in the dragon’s 
story that he had not noticed the receding light, and had no 
notion of the time.

“I’ll never make it back!” he said worriedly.

“No matter, I shall carry you upon my back.”

Though the dragon seemed quite pleased by the idea, Rictor 
wasn’t so sure. He sighed in dismay, realizing that it was the 
only way to get home, unless he risked spending a night in 
the dark mountains, something he did not want to do.

“I’ll go with you” he replied apprehensively.

Shalamar nodded, and Rictor climbed onto the dragon’s scaly 
back, sitting in a little indent just behind his neck. Together, 
they took off  into the night.

Listening to the steady beat of Shalamar’s wings, and feeling 
the rush of wind on his face was an exhilarating experience 
for Rictor.

“Do not tarry on your way home” warned the dragon. “Else 
your family will be worried.”

He had just set Rictor down in the deserted streets on the 
outskirts of the village.

“Be sure to return tomorrow, as there is more to my tale, and in 
it lay secrets that no human being has ever heard before.”

Rictor thanked Shalamar, and agreed to visit the dragon 
again, as there were many things he still wished to know.

“Do not tell anyone of me just yet. I would not like to be 
woken up to the sound of your villagers going through my 
treasure, and I am not quite prepared to reacquaint myself 
with humans at the present time.”

Cont’d...
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Mysteries of the Mountains (Cont’d.)

As he had promised, Rictor visited Shalamar the next day, and 
indeed every day after that. In return for the stories that the 
dragon told him, Rictor began to recount the story of his own 
life, which he thought far less interesting than Shalamar’s. The 
dragon always listened patiently and attentively, surprising 
Rictor, who did not think that Shalamar would be at all 
interested. As they exchanged stories, they gained respect 
for each other. Not only that, but every day without fail, 
Shalamar took the boy on fl ights around the peaks of distant 
mountains, always avoiding inhabited areas.

One day, when they had already explored the adjacent 
mountains several times over, Shalamar surprised Rictor by 
saying, “Today, I think, shall be the day that I reveal myself to 
your village. You have been good to me, so this can be your 
reward” said Shalamar, excitement in his voice.

“I have not left my cave in many years, and I do not wish to 
become a solitary creature.”

As soon as Rictor was upon his back, the dragon promptly 
took to the skies.

Shalamar landed in the village square, and was greeted with 
cries of outrage, fear, amazement, awe and surprise. Once 
the situation was explained, and it was clear that Shalamar’s 
intentions were not hostile, the hubbub died down. Many 
people felt honoured to meet a dragon. No one could believe 
that they had actually met a real live talking dragon, who 
did not want to ravage their town or wage a war against 
humans!

“I would be happy to donate a portion of my treasure to the 
village in times of need.”

Shalamar’s off er was gratefully accepted by the residents of 
Manara, who praised him, and held a festival in his honour. 
Their village was never poor or starving again thanks to the 
dragon, and they had excellent luck with their crops.

About a year after Shalamar had revealed himself to the 
humans of Rictor’s village, a traveller came with news of 
dragons in the far north. Unfortunately, this dragon was 
attacking villages. During one of its last attacks, the other 
dragon had stolen a small child from under the watchful eye 
of his screaming mother. The villagers, Rictor especially, were 
shocked by this, as they were used to Shalamar’s kindness 
and gentle manner. Rictor was angered by the terrible crimes 
the other dragon had committed. Shalamar caught Rictor’s 
eye. They knew what they were going to do, by unspoken 
consent.

“I think that it’s time that I showed myself to the world” 
prompted Shalamar.

“Aye” agreed Rictor, “Let’s go save that village.”

They left as the fi rst rays of sunlight crept over the hills the 
next morning, on what was likely to be the greatest adventure 
of their lives.

By Abbey Field

Grade 7

Parkfi eld Primary School

AUSTRALIND – WA

Teacher:

Ms Kelly-Jane Brown

A rush of anxiety overcame my body as I stared into his hypnotic eyes
The art became real and poured into my soul

Though I tried to blink back to reality
I could smell all the colours come alive: red, yellow, orange

A feeling of happiness fell over me like a veil.
As I moved on I saw a tear drop from the following painting

I looked upon the subject’s face
A veil of sadness and colours of depression and loneliness embodied me.

I turned my discoloured face from the painting
To look upon a collection of bubbles

I could hear their laughter and it refl ected on me
Their safe hands took me to the clouds above.

I could hear the pounding of large feet
And fl ashed back to reality.
The door towered over me

It was time to leave.
I’ve no photos

But the memories remain.

Th e Gallery

By Madison Gonebale

Grade 6, St. Peter’s Anglican Primary School

CAMPBELLTOWN – NSW

Teacher: Miss Laura Mitchell
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For sales information: Bookwise International
174 Cormack Rd Wingfield SA 5013

EXQUISITE 
GIFTS

from The Five Mile Press

An exquisitely packaged 
accessories trio

A stunning combination of 
illustration, collage and 

photography, each 48-page book 
is a head-to-toe 

celebration of women’s love 
affair with fashion. 

Each pack contains 10 themed 
gift cards and envelopes with 

48-page book.

ISBN: 9781741786552 RRP: $19.95 

ISBN: 9781741789980 RRP: $19.95  

ISBN: 9781741789539 RRP: $19.95  

Coming September 2008

AUSTRALIAN 
NON-FICTION 

FOR KIDS
from The Five Mile Press

For sales information: Bookwise International
174 Cormack Rd Wingfield SA 5013

ISBN: 9781741783476 RRP: $14.95 
Publication date: August 2008

Filled with ghosts, monsters, 
vanishings, amazing animals and 
escapes.

ISBN: 9781741789881 RRP: $19.95 
Publication date: August 2008

Australian scientists, soldiers, 
inventors, sports stars, explorers,
entertainers, heroes and more.

Where Innocence Takes Us
Like waves undulating 

her hands fl itter at random, 
exposing her secret. 

She is the one we have been expecting, 
preparing for, 

she is the only one of us who has a reason to be diff erent.

Although they prepared us for her aggression,
no-one could prepare us for her magic smile

when we include her in our ball games.
With fl ailing arms she misses everything

but captures us 
with her giggles and seriously sparkling eyes. 

We quietly watch our teachers as they accept her awkward hugs, 
often launched from quite afar,

mostly unrequested 
but always generously accepted. 

With calipered legs
she struggles to the front of the classroom to read aloud her poetry, 

to share her dreams with those who sit in privileged seats, 
whose minds are closed

clouded by fear. 

She boldly goes where we do not dare, 
teaching us that in life there are no boundaries, 

only those we care to make.

By Jesse Webb-Smith

Age 13

Geraldton Grammar School

GERALDTON – WA
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Private Conversations

IT IS a beautiful day but there is no sound. The sun warms the 
bitumen road, not us. We are waiting in the car, mesmerised 

by the fl ashes signalling death and despair. A respectful 
silence quietly settles in on us. My mother’s knuckles whiten 
as she grips the steering wheel, no doubt wrestling with 
the obscene familiarity that accompanies living in a small 
country town. 

The crunching of the policeman’s boots on gravel signals a 
rushed attempt at closure. We are given permission to greet 
death and proceed slowly, observing the crushed pebbles 
stained red with hate. The road side is openly littered with 
identities yet we dare not look. With downcast eyes we move 
jerkily around the road block, mesmerised by the road’s 
rubber scars which will shortly paint our town the colour 
of shame.

Our daily drive to school at the nearby town is now tinged 
with uncertainty. We have left behind something that only 
the mind in its private conversations can address. The familiar 
tree lined road into school brings with it the fi rst gushing 
sounds of our day. We are soon bathed in the warmth and 
laughter that is our friends. Strangely comforting, our school 
bags are hoisted to our shoulders, shielding us from the 
unspeakable tragedy that visited our tiny town this morning. 
Our shiny black shoes make a comforting crunch on the 
gravel car park and we are swept to where only innocence 
can take us. 

The afternoon art class slips its hands closer around the 
knot that has become my stomach. I pace, trying to free 
my mind from its private conversation but it is insistent. 
My teacher, sensing angst, casually stops by my canvas to 
off er encouragement for my ill formed paintings. My mind 
temporarily clears and I am able to capture part of the still life 
boldly displayed in front of the art room. Later, my teacher 
returns, intruding just long enough to show how to smooth 
out crudely sketched lines, to select the colours that will 
gently merge but not how to face the tragedy that is building 
fi ercely in my mind. 

The trip home is cloaked in silence. It is obvious Mother is 
dealing with her own private conversations. She fi ddles, 
pressing the button to raise the sun roof, transferring 
unspoken fears from the front seat to the back with us. 
She raises the volume on the CD player to bring the kind 
of distortion which dominates all thought. She glances at 
the rear vision mirror, nervously leaving the town which has 
kindly sheltered her today. With minds and hair streaming, 
we are swiftly carried home to face the truth. 

On the brink of darkness and rain, a detour welcomes us. 
We negotiate hastily erected barriers, peeling signs and 
insidiously glowing lamps which clumsily guide us to a kinder 
path. They do little to hide the grief that has become our 
town. Sparkling police cars now boldly line the main street, 
barricading the truth hiding behind the doors of sea shacks 

and holiday homes. We are at the mercy of small town gossip 
and frenzied news teams.

Our mobiles suddenly kick into life, beeping out SMS 
messages, ganging up to light the interior of the car. Silent 
messages of tragedy swamp the back seat of the car and my 
brother’s disbelief surfaces into strangled sounds. The cocoon 
of the car is peeled back, exposing us to the news that today 
a life had willingly been taken. A life we loved.

Our car expels us into the garage and we are left to face the 
aftermath of a community in shock. Our house is already 
crowded, fi lled with hot noise and hunched fi gures. A cesspit 
of pulsating anger. Mother steers us into our bedrooms as 
the rain sets in. 

The air is soon punctured with the sound of wailing, 
crunching of gravel and slamming of car doors. The house 
heaves as the wind picks up and the rain lashes the wooden 
slats. The answering machine beeps into life guarding us from 
further intrusion. Finally the rinsing of coff ee cups signals a 
feeble attempt to end the day, shrouding the house in silence, 
leaving us time to quietly entertain private conversations. 

The next morning arrives unkindly. We stop at the local 
shopping centre to replenish our lunchboxes. Friends, in 
vigilante style gangs, patrol the perimeter searching for 
answers. We carefully avoid the truth bundled neatly into 
rolls in the newsagency and at the news stand at the local 
supermarket. Conscious of time, we quickly select from 
Angelo’s garish fruit display and return to the safety of the 
car. The swish of the car’s wet tyres as we accelerate out of 
town on our way to school is deafening. It is only the rear 
vision mirror that fi nally captures and unites us as we stare 
at the receding image of police tape cordoning off  our pain. 
This time we welcome silence as she settles in, allowing us 
time to smooth the rough edges of death.

By Emily Webb-Smith

Age 16
Geraldton Grammar School

GERALDTON – WA
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ONE day Matthew and his twin brother Simon decided 
to go exploring for treasure. The boys decided to 

explore the forest up on the hill. When they got to the hill, 
they started walking for awhile and were about to give up 
searching because they had explored all day and could 
not fi nd any treasure. Just when the boys decided to end 
their quest, Simon looked up and saw a hole covered with 
lots of trees. Matthew looked at Simon and said, “What are 
we waiting for?”. So the boys got up and started walking 
towards the hole to see what the trees were hiding. They 
pulled away at the trees and branches for a long time. They 
could not believe their eyes; it was a cave. The boys looked 
at each other and slowly walked into the cold cave covered 
with spider webs. They could see a light coming from the 
cave and decided to continue their quest for treasure. 

As the boys got closer to the entrance of the cave they saw 
pictures of a story drawn into the walls of the cave. The 
pictures told the story of a fi re breathing dragon guarding 
a stone. The power of the stone was not shown on the 
drawings but the boys knew that it was one to be feared. As 
the boys started to walk back out of the cave Simon fell over 
a rock and his hand touched the wall that opened the door 
into an unknown world. The boys were afraid of what they 
would fi nd. But they knew that this was their only chance 
to see if the story on the wall of the cave was true.

A cold wind came from the opening that made the boys’ 
hairs stand up. And that was without using hair gel. Slowly 
the boys started walking down the dark tunnel pulling 
away the spider webs from their faces. The tunnel seemed 
to go on forever until the cave was completely dark which 
left the boys crawling on their hands and knees.

Th e

DRAGON
and the

STONE

Matthew said to Simon “Did you hear that noise?”. Simon said 
in a scared voice “Yes, what was it?”. Then again the noise 
seemed to be getting louder, and then nothing. The boys 
didn’t know what was better, the noise or nothing.

The boys kept crawling until Matthew felt something hard 
and cold under his knee. He pulled at the hard thing under 
his knee that opened a trap door. The boys dropped down 
onto a nest covered with branches and leaves. As they were 
about to stand up the boys heard the loud noise it seemed 
even closer then before. Simon grabbed Matthew’s hand in 
fear at what he saw. It was the dragon like the pictures on the 
wall of the cave. The dragon seemed to know that he was not 
alone. Which made him angry and he gave a loud roar with 
fl ames coming out of his mouth. That made the boys know 
they had to get to the stone and see if it would save them.

The boys waited quietly for the dragon to calm down and fall 
asleep and they knew it was now or never. Slowly the boys 
climbed down the branches of the tree until they reached 
the ground. The boys reached the stone as they were about 
to pick it up when the dragon gave a loud roar...

To be continued.

By Matthew Gigliotti

Age 9

CORDEAUX HEIGHTS – NSW

Nothing Compares
A sun so radiant, glowing with force,

A star so swift, twinkling along its course,
Though beautiful I know, these things appear to be,

None other than you appeal more to me.

The ‘wisp’ of a tree, subtly calling,
The ‘coo’ of a bird as it’s climbing and falling,

This music amazing, but given the choice,
I‘d rather hear you and your sweet tender voice.

The patter of rain, my skin it trails,
The grind of sand, through my toes it sails,

Though they are wonders, these things don’t compare,
To the warmth of your palm and the features you bare.

But it is your heart that has me enthralled,
It’s like a golden jewel, into it I’ve crawled,
Delicately crafted by a skilled connoisseur,

You’re the fi nal piece to my puzzle, from which I occur.

By Giselle Capacchione,

Age 13,

Santa Sabina College

STRATHFIELD – NSW
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A long time ago, my hopes were high
I felt as light and as happy as the sky

My muscles were strong, my brain clever
But it'll never be the same, never ever

Now the sky is fi lled with blood and sweat
Tears, fear, ash and death

Now I'm buried in the cool damp soil
Wrapped in a rich cloth feeling like foil
All because I was a soldier in the war

And I'll miss my family now forever more

By Mary Baras-Miller

Grade 2

Laursiton Girls’ School

ARMADALE – VIC.

Teacher: Caroline Long

Paradise

The dim light spills across the creased bed sheet,
Suddenly walls of blood red appear,

An old record springs to life, trumpets sound and play their jolly tunes.
A contented smile slides across the man’s face,

As he crawls back underneath the sheets.
Carefully he selects a cigar, and deftly lights it,

Smoke curling into the air,
A stick of tobacco protruding from his gold clenched teeth.

Puff , he shuffl  es his deck,
Puff , shuffl  e, puff , shuffl  e,

Meticulously dealing them out on his old leather briefcase,
His face crinkles with well worn wrinkles.

A train goes past,
A gunshot sounds off  in the distance,

A woman screams,
Thuds echo from the room above.

Puff , shuffl  e, puff , shuffl  e.
Still he sits contented,

Dead to the world yet silently smiling,
In a gangster’s paradise.

By Czenya Cavouras

Year 10

Westminster School

MARION – SA

Teacher: Ms. Shelda Rathman

WARWAR
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Everybody’s Life is a Hero’s Journey
Some people write stories. Some people write poems. This is 
a story about a boy who wrote down number plates.

Tom Andrews was an ordinary boy. He went to school, played 
with his friends and had a pastime like other children, but 
there was one thing that separated him from his friends. 
Though other boys liked drawing or playing sport, Tom liked 
recording number plates. Whenever he went on holiday or 
on a trip he would write them down. Because of this he was 
often teased. 

In the summer holidays his family went on a holiday to the 
Gold Coast. 

“Can we go to the beach, Mum?” said Tom. “I love the beach, 
but we never get to go there!”

“Well I suppose so, but only if you make your bed”, replied 
Helen, Tom’s Mum.

★  ★  ★

“Come on Tom, it’s time to go!” yelled Sarah, Tom’s annoying 
sister. 

“Not yet, I can’t fi nd my pencil and paper!” yelled Tom. 

“I’ll give you fi ve more minutes”, shouted Sarah.

“All right, I’ve got them.”

It was a long trip, but Tom enjoyed it. He wrote down several 
number plates and this made the trip interesting.

When they were almost there, Tom saw a red sports car 
speeding on the wrong side of the road. He wrote down the 
number plate just in time, because a few seconds later the 
sports car hit a fuel truck and then sped away. The fuel truck 
crashed into the bushes on the side of the road and burst 
into fl ame. Helen pulled the car over, called 000 and asked 
for all three services.

Half an hour later the Police, Fire Rescue and Ambulance were 
questioning the Andrews family about what happened at the 
time of the accident. 

“Well”, answered Tom, “The sports car sped along on the 
wrong side of the road and crashed into the fuel truck”.

“Did you manage to get the number plate?” asked the 
Offi  cer.

“Yes I did actually”, replied Tom.

In the end the driver of the fuel truck was rescued and treated 
for third degree burns. He dearly wanted to say thank you 
to the Andrews family for alerting the Ambulance Offi  cers 

who had saved him. Tom, his sister and his mother went to 
the hospital to visit the driver and learned that his name 
was John.

John gave them a token of his appreciation, an ornate 
wooden box that he had picked up on the way to his 
destination, before he had experienced the accident. They 
took the box home and put it on top of the fi replace to remind 
them of what had happened.

Tom was rewarded with a Certifi cate of Merit at a special 
ceremony in front of the town. When he went back to school, 
nobody teased him, because his passion and skill had helped 
track down a criminal.

By Hannah Nugent

Grade 6, Age 11

Fairholme College

TOOWOOMBA – QLD.
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Dear Diary...
Dear Diary, 19th May 2010

I’m sitting inside an unknown place, huddled with this diary; 
numb. It’s dark outside, but this room is precariously lit by 
a faint light from the ceiling. The yellow light makes me 
blink hard, and the series of events starts to 
play through my mind like a never-ending 
movie.

I remember lying in bed in a small hotel 
room, on the verge of sleep, when I smell 
the tiniest trace of smoke. Troubled, I 
rise up and start to sniff around the 
place. I am only beginning to check 
the stove in the kitchenette, when an 
ear-piercing alarm starts to sound. 
Momentarily surprised, I realise that 
I have no idea what to do, but I rush out 
the door anyway.

To my relief, others start to pour out of their rooms, and 
we all make a start towards the stairs. I run, like a maniac, 
sprinting down the fl ights of stairs before pushing open a 
green double-door. By then, the fumes are starting to choke 
the oxygen away and I fi nd myself gasping for breath as I 
stumble outside.

Feeling light-headed, I try to steady myself, but suddenly hear 
a strangled cry from within the building. I hesitate, thinking, 
but then reach out to push the door back open. Hearing the 
voice now, I know it belongs to the small boy who was had 
stayed in the room next to mine.

I run relentlessly. Searching. Then, out of the corner of my eye, 
I see the boy who is collapsed on the fl oor, sobbing. Picking 
him up easily, I carry the crumpled boy back down the stairs as 
I feel the heat burning through my back. Racing downwards, 
I can almost imagine the fl ames tumbling towards me.

As I fumble with the door, I am shocked to see that perhaps 
only half the guests are standing outside the 

building. I meet their eyes quickly, and 
see only a look of disbelief and anguish 

as the refl ection of the fl ames licking the 
building, fl ash back at me.

The sirens are blazing now and fi refi ghters 
are frantically trying to extinguish the fl ame 
with the gushes of water. I mirror the other 

people’s expressions, and I too, stand and 
watch, knowing that there were still people 

in the building. People I could not get to.

I stand close to the little boy and I remember being driven 
away by a bus. Our remaining luggage is given to us and we 
are told to spend the night in an old evacuation centre.

I don't know what to feel at the moment. I’m just confused, 
tired; and as I look around, I see the others sleeping restlessly. 
They toss and turn, and I know that I can only be grateful that 
my family were not with me.

By Joanna Fan

Year 9, James Ruse Agricultural High School

CARLINGFORD – NSW

Bamboo the Panda Goes to Australia

ONE day Bamboo the Panda wanted to go to his favourite 
place, the America milk bar. He had lots to do today. He 

went inside the milk bar and saw a new poster up on the wall; 
he looked at the fabulous picture and asked the bartender: 
“What is that poster all about?”. The bartender put down the 
sugar and said “An aeroplane is coming this afternoon and 
you can win a trip to Australia if you answer a special question 
correctly”. “Woo that sounds nice” Bamboo said and went out 
of the milk bar. He went home to get ready for the trip and 
to read up on Australia.

Bamboo learnt that Australia is an Island, it is one of the 
driest places in the world, Australia is where kangaroos, emus 
and koalas live, that Canberra is the capital of Australia and 
so much more. Then Bamboo packed his suitcase before 
the aeroplane arrived. While he was waiting he heard an 
aeroplane fl ying in the sky, so he went outside his door and 
saw the plane landing near the milk bar. He thought; “That’s 
the aeroplane he wanted to be on”.

Cont’d...
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The bell rang, signalling the end of the school day.

“Good afternoon everyone”, called the class teacher.

Leaving the classroom after everyone else I headed down the 
corridor to the stairs. Eventually I met up with my friends in 
our usual meeting spot. All of us were out of class somewhat 
earlier than usual. We decided to run for the early train, which 
would be pulling into the nearby station at three twenty-fi ve, 
if it was to be on time. I wasn’t too big on the idea but seeing 
as we were all there, if I didn’t tag along I’d have to catch the 
next train by myself.

Once down the stairs we all ran out of the school grounds 
and along the pavement. We crossed the road and sped off  
down the main stream of shops. It wasn’t easy lugging my 
schoolbag upon my back.

“Quick! Hurry up guys!”

We dodged out of pedestrians’ way, pushed through mobs of 
school girls walking at the pace of sloths and kept ourselves 
from tripping over our own feet. We came to the traffi  c lights 
across from the station and stopped for a brief minute. As 
soon as the lights changed to green we were off  again.

“Come on! We might miss it!”

Coming through the underpass we were almost there. 
Huffi  ng and puffi  ng we came up onto the station platform. 
After catching our breath one of us went to check if the train 
was coming or not.

Just as I was hoping to get home earlier than usual was when 
we heard the announcement over the speakers.

“Attention platform 2. The three twenty-fi ve train has been 
cancelled and will not run today. We are sorry for this 
inconvenience. Remember to validate your Metcard before 
you travel.”

“Typical”, I muttered under my breath.

By Samantha Rose McCutcheon

Age 16

Kilbreda College

MENTONE – VIC.

Public Transport

When everyone was back at the milk bar, the bartender said 
“If you can answer this question you can go to Australia”. 
“What sort of a country is Australia?” everyone thought and 
thought and then Bamboo put his hand up and said “Is it 
an island? And a beautiful place with eucalyptus and gum 
trees, lorikeets and cockatoos, billabongs and aborigines?”. 
The bartender said “YES AND YES!” so Bamboo won a ticket 
to go to Australia. 

When he landed it was hot and sunny in the outback, so 
he made a house out of sticks and lived there. His friends 
did not miss him because they went to Australia every year. 
Bamboo thought there was lots to see such as “Uluru” Ayers 
Rock and the Olgas – a series of several giant rounded rocks 
which rise abruptly from the spinifex (spiky grass) covered 
plain. He saw an echidna named Spike and he learned a few 
facts about Spike too, like echidnas have spikes to protect 
themselves, some echidnas live in forests. An echidna has a 

long sticky tongue to catch termites and ants. Echidnas dig 
into the ground if they are chased. 

Spike became a friend and Bamboo asked if he would come 
over for tea that evening. So Bamboo set off  to see what he 
could fi nd. He saw a kangaroo named Skippy and he learnt 
facts about him, like they eat grass. Bamboo asked if he would 
come to tea too and then he saw a koala and her name was 
Kola. Bamboo learnt facts about Kola, like they hardly ever 
drink water. They are furry. He asked her if she can come to his 
house for tea. They all said yes. So they all went to Bamboo’s 
house and had a tea party with bush tucker, damper and a 
bamboo cake!

By Ariane Cristallini

Grade 2, Age 8

St. Damian’s Primary School

BUNDOORA – VIC.

Bamboo the Panda Goes to Australia (Cont’d.)
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Mardi, le 3 Octobre
I can’t wait! Tomorrow I am going to Turkey to help nurse in 
the Crimean war. It took along time to convince papa to let 
me go, he has already lost my mama and he couldn’t handle it 
if he lost me, it has been my life long dream to nurse overseas 
and it is fi nally coming true! My papa gave me this diary as a 
farewell present. It is red leather with my name written in gold 
lettering on the bottom right hand corner. I just love it!

Mercredi, le 4 Octobre
It was hard to say goodbye to papa and all my friends. It was 
harder than I thought it would be. As everyone piled onto the 
ship I wondered how my papa and I would handle being away 
from each other for so long. We are best friends. Later – 

The girl that is sharing a bunk with me is crying. Her name is 
Marcelle Romean. I immediately felt sorry for her and did all 
I could to make her feel better. She is very thin with orange 
hair that she has tied up in a high pony tail, her eyes are 
big, deep and blue, just like the ocean. I felt a connection 
when I fi rst saw her ocean like eyes, I think we will be great 
friends!

Jeudi, le 6 Octobre
The food on the ship is disgusting. The bread is stale and hard 
and the soup is watery and has no taste. Marcelle is getting 
used to the nonstop rocking of the ship on the ocean’s waves. 
There is little to do on board the ship. Later –

Marcelle has a beautiful singing voice. When I hear her sing it 
makes me want to cry. It reminds me of my mama. She used 
to sing to me every night when I was younger and before 
she passed away. I would hear her voice echoing through 
my head as I slept; because of this I never had bad dreams. I 
wonder how long it will take to get to Turkey. I’ve only been 
traveling for two and a half disgustingly long days but it feels 
like I’ve been travelling for weeks.

Jeudi, le 13 Octobre
Oh, it’s nice to sit down. The fl u has been going around the 
ship and everyone caught it, except me. I’ve been running 
around frantically going from one room to the next with 
medicines and water. I haven’t had any time to sit down for 
a week! The fi rst offi  cer told me that we are expected at our 
destination in 1 day!

Vendredi, le 14 Octobre
Finally we are at Turkey! I am to busy to write much. I just 
can’t wait to get started!

Dimanche, le 15 Octobre
Yesterday was the longest and most exhausting day ever. 
Matron Nightingale lined us all up and asked us our names. 
She then told us that when we are nursing an injured soldier 
we must wear gloves and that when we fi nished we must 
wash our hands and put on new gloves before we start on 
another soldier. She also told us that there are two guards 
ensuring our safety during the nights. Recently some nurses 
had been harassed by drunken soldiers while they were 
trying to sleep.

After that talk we got started. Some of the girls wouldn’t put 
gloves on or wash their hands; they said it was a waste of 
time. Matron Nightingale told them that they couldn’t nurse 
until the put gloves on, and that there was no time to be 
stubborn and not do what you are told in a war zone. Some 
of those girls put gloves on and some sat back and watched, 
trying not to cry. That’s what puzzles me, why wouldn’t they 
just put gloves on?

With my best friend, Marcelle, by my side I nursed a soldier 
that had been shot in his arm, he was French. Although he 
had been shot and was in great pain he was quite funny. He 
was telling jokes and funny stories. That amazed me, that was 
one thing that I didn’t expect.

Lundi, le 16 Octobre 
Last night I fl opped, exhausted, into 
bed. It was dark and I could see the 
outline of the guard’s body and a 
feeling of safety rushed over my tired 
body. After I had slept for what seemed 
fi ve minutes, I woke up and could hear 
someone speaking loudly in French. I 
ran out to where the wounded soldiers 
rest to see Matron Nightingale with 
a lamp in her hand trying to calm a 
French soldier. As soon as she saw me 
she asked me to translate what he was 
saying. I listened, “Mama, ou’ est tu? 
Je te dois, aides-moi! Je tombe, papa, 
je tombe, peches-moi! Ou est-le qu je 
suis?”. I then told Matron “He is saying, 
‘Mama, where are you, I need you, help 
me! I’m falling, papa, I’m falling, catch 

Th e Diary of Charlotte Lorette

Cont’d...
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Once upon a time, there was a family of echidnas. There was 
a mother echidna, father echidna and most of all there was a 
teenager. The teenage echidna was named Kirsty. One night 
Kirsty’s mother and father said “When you start leaving for 
school, Dad and I will be seeing the world”.

“OK”, said Kirsty.

In the morning, Kirsty went to school early. After that, Kirsty’s 
Mum and Dad went out. But, when Kirsty came back from 
school, she saw that her mum and dad were not home. She 
waited and waited, but they never came back. Suddenly, 
the mail kookaburra came. Her name was Cinnamon. “Hello 
Kirsty, what’s wrong?” said Cinnamon.

“My mum and dad won’t come back”, said Kirsty.

“Guess what? said Cinnamon sadly. “Your mum and dad have 
died from one hundred dinosaurs.”

“Oh no”, cried Kirsty.

Cinnamon said, “Kirsty, would you please come to the church 
tomorrow?”

“I know why I have to come”, said Kirsty. “Because, my Mum 
and Dad died.”

You are right”, said Cinnamon hanging her head.

At the church, Kirsty was the fi rst one to bless her parents. 
Then, the rest of the animals had their blessing. Then, Kirsty 
had an idea. She thought she could do exercising at the 
Gym for the bush Olympics. But, she didn’t know any of the 
games.

So, she got an Olympic book. Every day, she went to the Gym 
and all her exercising got better and better. When she had 
fi nished going to the Gym, she was going to choose which 
game to be in. She chose the running race to go in. But, there 
was one problem.

She couldn’t run. But, there was one thing to do. She would 
have to try even harder to win the running race. On the day 
of the bush Olympics, Kirsty was a bit nervous if she wouldn’t 
win. Her friends from the Gym were there. Their names were 
Taz the devil, Crane the jabiru, Chelsea the quoll, Matt the 
cockatoo, Ernie and Eddie the galahs, Sam the snake, and 
Katie the cassowary. Katie was not happy because she was 
a cassowary. She even cheats races. Katie chose to be in the 
running race. That made Kirsty upset. Kirsty thought, what 
if she comes fi rst and I come last. Finally, the running race 
was going to begin. On your marks, get set... GO!!! shouted 
Cinnamon. Away they ran.

At fi rst, Kirsty was running very slowly. Loser echidna, laughed 
Katie as all the other animals went past. Katie was getting 
closer to a spinning sign that said, Kangaroo crossing. All of 
the animals ran past the sign just before Kirsty could catch up. 
When all the fast animals went past the sign, the sign spun 
around. When it stopped, it was turning the wrong way. As 
Kirsty went the wrong way, she fl opped on the ground on a 
nearby hill. All this exercise was hard work!

By Zoe Inglis

Grade 3, Age 7

Marymount Primary School

BURLEIGH HEADS – QLD.

Teacher: Mrs Una Deem

Th e Exercising Echidna

me, where am I?’ ”. I said to the soldier, “Tout va bien, tu ne 
tombes pas, tu vas buen, tu. Es en securité avec moi, prends 
ma main.” The soldier clutched to my hand. I told Matron that 
I said it’s all right, you’re not falling, you’re all right, you’re safe, 
I’m here, hold my hand. The soldier and I spoke in French to 
each other until he fell asleep. I then went back to bed happy 
that I could help. When I woke up in the morning I went to 
check on the French soldier. He couldn’t speak in English 
so I became the new hospital translator and he became a 
great friend to me. It’s nice talking to some one in my own 
language. He reminds me of my papa.

Mardi, le 17 Octobre
Many soldiers are coming to us with malaria. Apparently it is 
going through the trenches. Thanks to Matron Nightingale’s 
new rules we can save most, and the disease won’t pass 
around the hospital because we won’t have traces of it on 
our hands.

By Laura Wigney

Grade 6

Bairnsdale Christian Community

BAIRNSDALE – VIC.

Teacher: Richard Boonstra

Th e Diary of Charlotte Lorette (Cont’d.)
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Th rough the Window
Through the window I see the bright sun in the calm blue sky.

I see fl uff y clouds dotting the sky, gently drifting in the cool breeze.

Through the window I see enormous trees with beautiful birds sitting in their branches.
I see colourful wild fl owers in the long grass that sway in the cool breeze.

Through the window I see the waves crashing down on the soft white sand.
I see the wonderful sea birds diving into the water and fl ying in the cool breeze.

Through the window I see the long weeds and the cold green grass.
I see the blissful horses grazing in the paddock, their tails swish in the cool breeze.

Through the window I see the world.

By Scarlett Lawrence

Grade 4, Five Dock Public School

FIVE DOCK – NSW

Teacher: Mr Jim Hopson

Cold, hazy mist rolled across the moonlit landscape, swirling 
in opaque clouds around Henry’s shadowy fi gure. The moon 
was full and glowing, casting pale light over the night’s 
darkness, and bleaching the colour from the many trees as 
he tightly gripped the cold hilt of the heavy sword. Staring 
at him with knowing, icy blue eyes, the wolf’s grey fur ruffl  ed 
in the slight breeze which blew at the folds of dense mist, its 
muscular form outlined in the deep moonlight.

Undoubtedly the result of a powerful shifter, it was the largest 
one Henry had ever seen, with sturdy limbs and large teeth 
protruding from a narrow snout. Taking down this wolf wasn’t 
going to be easy, but as a hunter it was his duty to stop the 
growing amount of shifters and maintain the peace in the 
kingdom – they were a threat that needed to be stopped.

As though reading his thoughts, low grumbling growls broke 
the still air, like thunder rolling across a bruised horizon as 
the wolf bared its canine teeth at him. Henry tensed when 
the wolf slowly made its way forwards, feeling his heart thud 
in his ears as the creature moved in for the kill. No matter 

how many times he had done this, he could not escape 
the frightening fear which always built up inside him just 
moments before the wolf attacked. No matter how trained 
he was, Henry could not suppress the shiver which rippled 
through him as he stared into the wolf’s eyes. Perhaps it 
wasn’t the fact that he was about to slay a wolf that unnerved 
him, but the fact that he was about to kill a shifter – a human 
being – that really got to him.

A fl urry of movement broke the air’s thick tension as the wolf 
lunged at him, its teeth bared and eyes glinting frighteningly 
in the moonlight. Anticipating the attack, Henry brought up 
the heavy sword with a swift, trained movement, aiming right 
for the wolf’s heart. Moonlight bounced off  metallic silver as 
the sword pierced through folds of mist, attempting to fi nd 
something solid to lodge into. The large creature dodged the 
glinting blade easily and slammed Henry onto the cold grass, 
its canine teeth snapping hungrily at his face. It all happened 
very quickly then.

Acting on impulse, Henry wriggled his sword arm out from 
under the wolf’s hind leg, tightening his fi ngers around the 
hilt and bringing it up to plunge it into the thick fur of the 
creature’s back. Deafening snarls of pain and anger echoed 
across the landscape, followed by a sickening crunch that 
sent jolts of hot pain throughout Henry’s body. The tangy, 
wettish smell of blood fi lled his nose, and a strange burning 
sensation spread across his chest, fanning itself across his 
heart and wrapping around his lungs. Surprisingly he wasn’t 
in a lot of pain. The world tipped, careening violently around 
him, before darkness took over.

By Cindy Hoang

Year 10, Beverly Hills Girls’ High

BEVERLY HILLS – NSW

Teacher: Ms Cooper

A Fatal Hunt
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HEAD OFFICE 57-67 Popes Road Keysborough, VIC 3173     
Phone: (03) 9797 0777     
Fax: (03) 9798 6555     
PO Box 248, Noble Park 3174

NSW (02) 8878 9444
QLD (07) 3841 0599
SA (08) 8443 4000     
WA (08) 6272 9500

Whether it’s for home, school or office, make your mark with  

BIC  Mark-It ®   permanent markers.

Make your mark  

permanent!
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Selecting a school for your child is a 
challenge. And if your child isn’t on a 
scholarship, paying high upfront school fees 
can be an even bigger challenge.
That’s where School Plan can help.

School Plan was established specifically to 
help alleviate the financial burden of these 
lump sum payments.

This simple yet unique service, offered by 
over 150 of Australia’s top independent 
schools, assists families to budget for school 
fees and ensures that they are always paid 
on time.

School Plan pays your child’s tuition 
fees directly to their school on a term 
or semester basis. Parents are provided 
with the convenience of spreading their 
commitment into twelve, easy-to-manage 
instalments.

Join the thousands of families who never 
have to worry about paying lump sum 
payments again.

Call 1800 337 419
or visit www.schoolplan.com.au

School Plan Management Pty Ltd ABN 70 006 832 408
23-35 Hanover Street Oakleigh Victoria 3166

Let us pay her school fees.
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